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The philosophy of grammar has only four major representatives in the history of Indian 
thought. One of these is Bhart®hari, who lived in the fifth century C.E. The other three lived 
more than a thousand years later, in Benares, and may have known each other. The first of 
these three, Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, was the paternal uncle of the second, Kauˆ∂a Bha††a. The third 
one, Någeßa Bha††a, was a pupil of Bha††oji's grandson. This shows that Bha††oji revived the 
philosophy of Sanskrit grammar after an interval of more than one thousand years. 
 The spho†a does not exclusively belong to the domain of the philosophy of 
grammar. It is true that a number of grammarians had ideas about this issue, but they were 
not the only, nor indeed the first ones to do so. The earliest notion of a word and of a 
sentence as entities that are different from the sounds that express them, may well be found 
in the early scholastic speculations of the Buddhist Sarvåstivådins, who were not 
grammarians. Not all of the later thinkers who expressed themselves on the spho†a were 
grammarians either. Some well-known examples are the following: The Yoga Bhå∑ya, 
without using the term spho†a, propounds that the word is unitary and without parts.1 The 
M¥måµsaka Kumårila Bha††a criticized the concept (in his Ílokavårttika, chapter on 
Spho†avåda) but not without adopting an important part of it (viz., the indivisible speech 
sounds); the Vedåntin Ía∫kara did the same (on BrahmasËtra 1.3.28). Another M¥måµsaka, 
Maˆ∂ana Mißra, wrote a treatise (called Spho†asiddhi) to prove its existence . 
 Bha††oji's understanding of the spho†a differs from that of most or all of his 
predecessors. There is a fundamental difference between his discussion of the spho†a in the 
Íabdakaustubha and most, if not all, of what had been said about it before. The spho†a, for 
Bha††oji's predecessors (and apparently some of his successors), was meant to solve an 
ontological issue, to respond to the question: What is a word (or a sound, or a sentence)? 
Within the grammatical tradition this question had been asked in Patañjali's Mahåbhå∑ya in 
                                                
* This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation (U.S.A.) under Grant No. 
0135069. Thanks are due to Madhav Deshpande, who made the Prau∂hamanoramåkhaˆ∂ana of Cakrapåˆi 
available to me. 
1 Yoga Bhå∑ya on sËtra 3.17: ... ekaµ padam ekabuddhivi∑ayam ekaprayatnåk∑iptam abhågam akramam 
avarˆaµ bauddham antyavarˆapratyayavyåpåropasthåpitaµ ... 
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the form: “What is the word in ‘cow’?” (gaur ity atra ka˙ ßabda˙; Mahå-bh I p. 1 l. 6). This 
question, and the answer to it proposed by Patañjali, had its role to play in subsequent 
discussions. Patañjali had not used the word spho†a in this context, but rather in connection 
with individual speech sounds. Individual speech sounds, words and longer linguistic units 
(called sentences in subsequent discussions) share a disturbing quality. They are all made 
up of constituent parts that succeed each other; these constituent parts do not coexist 
simultaneously. This can be illustrated with the help of the word like gau˙, assuming for the 
time being that the constituent sounds are really existing ‘things’: Gau˙ is a succession of 
the sounds g, au, and visarga, which do not occur simultaneously. This inevitably raises the 
question whether such a thing as the word gau˙ can be said to exist; the same question can 
be repeated with regard to each of the constituent sounds (each of which is a succession of 
constituent parts), and with regard to longer linguistic units. The upholders of the spho†a 
maintained that all these linguistic units exist as independent unitary entities (often believed 
to be eternal) that are different from the vibrations whose succession manifests them. The 
issue discussed here is an ontological one which, in and of itself, has nothing much to do 
with semantic questions, even though words and sentences normally do express meaning, 
whereas individual speech sounds do not. All this changes with Bha††oji. For him the 
question is not so much “What is a word?” or “What is a speech sound?” but rather “What 
is expressive?” The answer to this last question is, for Bha††oji: the spho†a. The spho†a is 
defined by its being expressive; other considerations are secondary.2 
 [For those acquainted with John Brough's article “Theories of general linguistics in 
the Sanskrit grammarians” Bha††oji's ideas may recall Brough's description of the spho†a as 
“simply the linguistic sign in its aspect of meaning-bearer (Bedeutungsträger)” (1951: 34, 
[406, 86]). Brough criticizes Keith's description of the spho†a as “a sort of hypostatization 
of sound” and S. K. De's characterization of it as a “somewhat mystical conception”. 
Whatever the applicability of Brough's understanding to the concept of spho†a held by 
Bha††oji and his successors, it seems clear that it is hardly if at all applicable to those 
thinkers who preceded Bha††oji.3 This does not imply that the spho†a as an entity was a 
                                                
2 Cp. Joshi, 1967: 7: “Since for [later grammarians (i.e., Bha††oji and his successors)], the term spho†a 
necessarily refers to the significant unit, they tried to interpret the term varˆaspho†a to mean the smallest 
meaningful units like stems, roots and suffixes. ... To Patañjali the term spho†a need not necessarily involve 
consideration of meaning.” Further Joshi, 1967: 10: “Patañjali has never used the term spho†a to refer to a 
single indivisible meaning-bearing unit. The term spho†a as used by Patañjali always stands for the structure 
of expression which may or may not have meaning.” Cardona, 1968: 448: “Joshi rightly and importantly 
stresses ... that for Bhart®hari spho†a is not used uniquely with reference to the ‘meaning-conveyor word’. This 
is worth emphasizing in view of the influence exerted by J. Brough's article ‘Theories of General Linguistics 
in the Sanskrit Grammarians’ ..., wherein Brough maintains that for Bhart®hari, as for later grammarians, 
spho†a was ... ‘simply the linguistic sign in its aspect of meaning bearer (Bedeutungsträger).’” See further 
below. 
3 Similarly Cardona, 1976: 303: “Brough's exposition of spho†a was heavily influenced by later Påˆin¥yas.” 
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“somewhat mystical conception”. In many of its manifestations it is to be understood 
against the background of the omnipresent ontology of Vaiße∑ika in Brahmanical thought, 
in which a cloth is an altogether different entity from the thread that constitutes it, and a pot 
a different entity from its two halves. This is what Bha††oji reminds us of when he points 
out that what he calls the akhaˆ∂apadaspho†a is a single entity in the same way in which a 
cloth is a single entity.4 The modern study of spho†a and related issues is contaminated by 
ideas borrowed from Western philosophy and linguistics to the extent that a major 
intellectual effort is required to understand these concepts once again in their own cultural 
context.] 
 An article dealing with “Bha††oji D¥k∑ita on spho†a” should first show that such a 
changed concept of the spho†a finds expression in Bha††oji's work. Next it should try to 
answer the question why this is the case; in other words, it should investigate how this 
concept fits in systemically along with Bha††oji's other ideas, both philosophical and 
grammatical. And thirdly it might consider what circumstances allowed Bha††oji to deviate 
from the tradition which he was expected to continue. 
 The present article will be brief on the first point. It will show that Bha††oji's concept 
of spho†a differs from its predecessors without presenting a full history of that concept. The 
question as to why Bha††oji introduced this change will be skipped in this article, to be 
taken up at another occasion. The remainder of this article will concentrate on the 
personality of Bha††oji and the circumstances in which he worked; this may help to explain 
his relative originality within the grammatical tradition which he represents. 
 
 
Bha††oji's concept of spho†a 
 
Bha††oji's Íabdakaustubha presents in its first chapter eight points of view which are said to 
be possible with regard to the spho†a; these points of view accept respectively (i) the 
varˆaspho†a, (ii) the padaspho†a, (iii) the våkyaspho†a, (iv) the akhaˆ∂apadaspho†a, (v) the 
akhaˆ∂avåkyaspho†a, (vi) the varˆajåtispho†a, (vii) the padajåtispho†a, and (viii) the 
våkyajåtispho†a. This presentation comes after a long discussion which tries to determine 
which grammatical elements in a word are really expressive. This discussion becomes ever 
more complicated, and it turns out that the morphemes in a linguistic utterance are far from 
                                                
4 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 7 l. 15-17: eka˙ pa†a itivad ekaµ padaµ våkyaµ vety 
abådhitaprat¥ter varˆåtiriktam eva padaµ våkyaµ vå akhaˆ∂aµ varˆavya∫gyam / ekatvaprat¥tir aupådhik¥ti 
cet ? pa†e 'pi tathåtvåpatte˙ / 
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simple to determine. At this point Bha††oji continues (p. 7 l. 1): “In reality expressiveness 
resides exclusively in the spho†a” (vastutas tu våcakatå spho†aikani∑†hå). 
  The first point of view which he then presents holds that all the constituent sounds, 
provided they occur in a certain order, are expressive. The Íabdakaustubha formulates it as 
follows:5 
 
kiñcidvarˆavyatyåsådinå ßaktatåvacchedakånupËrv¥bha∫gasya pratipadam 
autsargikatvåt tatra ca kenacit kvacit prathamaµ ßaktigrahåt kena kasya småraˆam 
ity atra vinigamanåvirahåd ®∑abho v®∑abho v®∑a ityådåv iva kar kår kur cakar 
ityåd¥nåµ prayogasamavåyinåµ sarve∑åm eva varˆånåµ 
tattadånupËrvyavacchinnånåµ våcakateti varˆaspho†apak∑a˙ 
“Because a deviation from the sequence which delimits the state of denoting, by 
way of an interchange of sounds and the like, is natural in words, and because — 
since someone gets to know the denotative power of a word for the first time with 
regard to any one [possible sequence] — it is not possible to determine which 
[variant] calls to mind which [other one], the varˆaspho†apak∑a is that all sounds 
(varˆa) that occur in an utterance and that are delimited by this or that sequence — 
as for example [the forms] kar, kår, kur, and cakar (in the case of the verb k®) — are 
expressive, just as in the case of the words ®∑abha, v®∑abha, v®∑a etc. (which all 
mean ‘bull’).” 
 
The preceding discussion of morphemes and the mention in this passage of various ways in 
which the root k® may appear in a verbal form suggest that the upholder of the varˆaspho†a 
attributes primary expressiveness to morphemes. This is confirmed by some remarks later 
on in the discussion, where Bha††oji tries to show that the varˆaspho†a finds support in the 
classical treatises. We read there:6 
 
a∑†åv apy ete pak∑å˙ siddhåntagranthe∑u tatra tatropanibaddhå˙ / tathå hi, 
sthånivatsËtre ‘sarve sarvapadådeßå˙’ iti bhå∑yagrantha˙ / padyate 'rtho 'neneti 
arthavad iha padaµ na tu supti∫antam eva / tathå ca ‘er u˙’ ity asya tes tur ity artha 
iti †¥kågranthaß ca varˆaspho†e 'nukËla˙ / tathå 
sthånyarthåbhidhånasamarthasyaivådeßatvam iti sthånentaratamaparibhå∑ayaiva 
‘tasthasthamipåm’ ityådi∑u nirvåhåt tadarthaµ yathåsaµkhyasËtraµ nårabdhavyam 
iti bhå∑yam api / padaspho†avåkyaspho†au tu .... 
“All these eight points of view have been explained at various places in the 
authoritative treatises. An instance is the Bhå∑ya on the sthånivatsËtra (P. 1.1.56 
sthånivad ådeßo 'nalvidhau) [which states:] ‘All [substitutes] are substitutes of 
whole padas’.7 In this passage pada means ‘what has meaning’, as shown by the 
derivation ‘meaning is obtained (padyate) by it’; it does not mean ‘what ends in a 
nominal or verbal affix’ (as it is defined in P. 1.4.14 supti∫antaµ padam). And 
similarly, also the È¥kågrantha is in agreement with the varˆaspho†a when it says: 
                                                
5 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 7 l. 4-9. 
6 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 8 l. 13-19. 
7 This passage occurs twice in the Bhå∑ya, not under sËtra 1.1.56, but under P. 1.1.20 (Mahå-bh I p. 75 l. 13) 
and P. 7.1.27 (Mahå-bh III p. 251 l. 12). See further below.  
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‘the meaning of er u˙ is tes tu˙’.8 Similarly the Bhå∑ya [states] that, given that only 
something that is capable of expressing the meaning of the substituend [can be] a 
substitute, because one can accomplish [the desired effect] in the case of (P. 
3.4.101) tasthasthamipåµ (tåmtamtåma˙) with the help of the 
sthånentaratamaparibhå∑å (= P. 1.1.50 sthåne 'ntaratama˙), the yathåsaµkhyasËtra 
(= P. 1.3.10 yathåsaµkhyam anudeßa˙ samånåm) must not be used.9 The 
padaspho†a and the våkyaspho†a on the other hand ...” 
 
All the examples in this passage concern morphemes, and the fact that immediately after it 
the padaspho†a and the våkyaspho†a are going to be discussed shows that this passage is 
about the varˆaspho†a (as it says explicitly in connection with the È¥kågrantha). 
 It follows from the above that the upholder of the varˆaspho†a believes that primary 
expressiveness resides in the morphemes (primarily stems and suffixes) that make up 
words. And yet varˆa does not mean ‘morpheme’ but ‘speech sound, phoneme’.10 Bha††oji's 
choice of terminology is confusing, and it appears that at a result some later thinkers ended 
up applying the term varˆa to morphemes, which was not Bha††oji's intention.11 
 This understanding of Bha††oji's varˆaspho†a is confirmed by the fact that the initial 
presentation of the varˆaspho†a is followed by the statement that the expressiveness of 
morphemes is contested (karprabh®tayo våcakå na veti ceha vipratipattißar¥ram).12 The 
edition by Gopål Íåstr¥ Nene, no doubt under the influence of Någeßa's Spho†avåda, sees 
this as the final sentence of the section on the varˆaspho†a. In reality it is a criticism of the 
varˆaspho†a which serves the purpose of introducing the then following padaspho†a. 
Indeed, Bha††oji explains two pages later that among the eight points of view on the spho†a 
                                                
8 It seems likely that the reference is to Kaiya†a on P. 1.1.56 sthånivad ådeßo 'nalvidhau (I p. 399 l. 11-16): 
dvividha ådeßa˙, pratyak∑aß cåster bhËr ityådi˙ / ånumånikaß cair ur ityådi˙ / atra hi ikåreˆekårånta˙ sthåny 
anum¥yate / ukåreˆokåråntaß cådeßa˙ / tatas tes tur iti saµpadyate / etc. For a discussion what is at stake, cp. 
Joshi & Roodbergen, 1990: p. VIII f. and transl. p. 6 n. 30. 
9 The reference is no doubt to Mahå-bh I p. 267 l. 8-12 (on P. 1.3.10). See further below. 
10 Cp. Gaurinath Sastri, 1980: 60: “it is necessary to point out that by varˆa-spho†a it is not meant that each 
and every letter is regarded as spho†a but the letter or letters constituting either a stem or a suffix are regarded 
as such”; and p. 63: “according to [the grammarians' theory of varˆa-spho†a] the stem and the suffix ... are 
denotative of sense”. Joshi, 1967: 73: “The term varˆaspho†a does not mean that each single phoneme is 
regarded as spho†a, but the phoneme or phonemes constituting either a stem or a suffix are regarded as such.” 
11 So Cardona (1976: 303): “in the view of such later Påˆin¥yas the term varˆa does not mean ‘sound unit’ in 
this context; it denotes a unit lower than a word, namely a base or an affix”. Similarly Ír¥ K®∑ˆa Bha††a 
Maunin, who in his Spho†acandrikå (p. 1 l. 22) speaks of a varˆa which is of the nature of a stem or a suffix 
(prak®tipratyayarËpa).  Since this last author refers to the BhË∑aˆa of Kauˆ∂a Bha††a (p. 2 l. 29), he is to be 
dated after the latter. Ramajna Pandeya (1954: 49 f.) tries to improve upon the scheme of Bha††oji and his 
successors by replacing their varˆaspho†a with the pair prak®tispho†a and pratyayaspho†a. Further refinements 
lead him to a total of sixteen kinds of spho†a. 
12 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 7 l. 9-10. Bha††oji does not say, nor indeed intend, 
that this remark concerns isolated morphemes, but this is how Någeßa interprets him (Spho†avåda p. 5 l. 6-7: 
prayujyamånapadånantargatå varˆå våcakå na veti vipratipattißar¥ram). For Någeßa, then, this statement deals 
with a minor issue within the discussion of the varˆaspho†a. 
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each of the preceding views is refuted by the one that follows it, and that the final one 
corresponds to that of the authorities.13 
 It is clear that the upholder of the varˆaspho†a as presented by Bha††oji does not 
worry about the question whether the sequence of sounds expressive of meaning really 
exists as an independent entity or not. The conviction that he has found what is expressive 
of meaning in language — viz., the sounds, provided they are used in a certain order — 
seems to be enough to satisfy him.14 Those who accept the then following two positions — 
the padaspho†apak∑a and the våkyaspho†apak∑a — are no more demanding. Since it is 
practically impossible in the spoken forms råmam, råmeˆa, råmåya to separate the 
morpheme that designates the person Råma, the adherent of the padaspho†a accepts that 
only the whole word is expressive. Since complete words can be joined by sandhi in such a 
way that the resulting form can no longer be separated into two whole words (for example, 
hare ava becomes hareva, dadhi idam becomes dadh¥dam) the position called 
våkyaspho†apak∑a maintains that only whole sentences are expressive. In these three cases 
the question as to the ontological status of meaningful elements is not raised, even less 
answered; we only know that words and sentences, like morphemes, consist of sounds that 
are delimited by a certain sequence.15 
 This changes with the positions that succeed it. The akhaˆdapadaspho†a and the 
akhaˆ∂avåkyaspho†a, and in a certain way also the three kinds of jåtispho†a, correspond to 
the independent entities that had been postulated by earlier thinkers and which have a 
distinct ontological status. In the case of the akhaˆ∂apadaspho†a and akhaˆ∂avåkyaspho†a, 
as we have seen, Bha††oji makes a comparison with a cloth which, from the Vaiße∑ika 
perspective, is ontologically different from the constituent threads. The fact, however, that 
three of the possible points of view which Bha††oji presents totally ignore the ontological 
side of the spho†a shows that the spho†a for Bha††oji is not primarily an ontologically 
independent entity, different from its constituent sounds or words. This is interesting if one 
remembers that something like an ontological craze characterizes much of classical Indian 
philosophy. It must suffice here to illustrate this with one example. Maˆ∂ana Mißra in his 
Spho†asiddhi, when confronted with the view that speech sounds themselves might be 
                                                
13 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 9 l. 14-16: yady ap¥hå∑†au pak∑å uktås tathåpi 
våkyaspho†apak∑e tåtparyaµ granthak®tåm / tatråpi jåtispho†e ity avadheyam, 
pËrvapËrvopamardenaivottarottaropanyåsåt /. 
14 Cp. Joshi's observations cited in note 2, above. 
15 It has already been pointed out above that Bha††oji's emphasis on the semantic role of the spho†a is 
responsible for his negligence of the ontological side. This has confused also modern commentators. John 
Brough has already been mentioned. As for Gaurinath Sastri, see note 17 below. 
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expressive, responds:16 “This is not right, (i) because sounds do not singly convey 
[meaning], (ii) because they do not co-exist, and (iii) because they cannot act together 
since, as they occur in a fixed order, they do not co-occur at the same time, ....” Clearly 
Maˆ∂ana Mißra would not have been impressed with Bha††oji's enumeration of possible 
points of view.17 
 
Bha††oji insists that he did not invent the eight possible positions about the spho†a himself. 
We have already seen that he cites two passages from the Mahåbhå∑ya and one from a 
È¥kågrantha (probably Kaiya†a) to support the varˆaspho†apak∑a. The first Bhå∑ya passage, 
which occurs under P. 1.1.20 (Mahå-bh I p. 75 l. 13) and P. 7.1.27 (Mahå-bh III p. 251 l. 
12), is the first half of a verse that states: “All [substitutes] are substitutes of whole padas 
according to Påˆini the son of Dåk∑¥; for if there were modification of a part of a pada, they 
could not be eternal” (sarve sarvapadådeßå dåk∑¥putrasya påˆine˙ / ekadeßavikåre hi 
nityatvaµ nopapadyate //). This verse clearly presupposes that padas are eternal, and it is 
also clear that the term is not used here in its usual technical sense. It appears to imply that 
according to the author of this verse, and apparently according to Patañjali as well, 
morphemes are eternal. This means, if anything, that morphemes are different from the 
constituent speech sounds, and does not therefore support Bha††oji's varˆaspho†apak∑a, the 
position according to which speech sounds are expressive if they occur in a certain order.18 
 The second Bhå∑ya passage invoked to justify the varˆaspho†apak∑a must be the 
following one on P. 1.3.10 (yathåsaµkhyam anudeßa˙ samånåm):19 “What example is there 
with regard to this [sËtra]? ... [An example is] (P. 3.4.101:) tasthasthamipåµ tåmtamtåma˙ 
‘The tas, thas, tha and miP replacements for LA, marked with ‹, are obligatorily replaced 
by tåm, tam, ta and am, respectively.’20 But isn't the same established by what is nearest 
with respect to place (by P. 1.1.50 sthåne 'ntaratama˙ ‘[A substitute coming] in the place 
[of an original should be] the nearest’21)? How is there nearness [between these substitutes 
                                                
16 Iyer, 1966: 9-10: naitat såram, pratyekam apratyåyakatvåt, såhityåbhåvåt, niyatakramavartinåm 
ayaugapadyena sambhËyakåritvånupapatte˙, ... 
17 Nor was Gaurinath Sastri, who states (1980: 72-73): “we should like to point out that we do not appreciate 
their (i.e., of the later standard works of Sanskrit grammarians, JB) conception of pada-spho†a and våkya-
spho†a as also of akhaˆ∂a-pada-spho†a and akhaˆ∂a-våkya-spho†a. ... [A]ny interpretation which tends to 
impair the indivisible character of spho†a, cannot be accepted by us. It may be pointed out in our favour that 
the earlier exponents of the theory of spho†a mean by pada-spho†a and våkya-spho†a what to the later 
exponents are akhaˆ∂a-pada-spho†a and akhaˆ∂a-våkya-spho†a respectively.” 
18 For further evidence for the unitary nature of Patañjali's morphemes and words, see Bronkhorst, 1987: 46 ff. 
19 Mahå-bh I p. 267 l. 8-12: kim ihodåharaˆam / ... / tasthasthamipåµ tåmtaµtåma˙ iti / nanu caitad api sthåne 
'ntaratamenaiva siddham / kuta åntaryam / ekårthasyaikårtho dvyarthasya dvyartho bahvarthasya bahvartho 
bhavi∑yat¥ti / 
20 Tr. Sharma, 1995: 660. 
21 Tr. Joshi & Roodbergen, 1991: 66. 
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and their substituends]? Something expressive of singularity will come in the place of 
something expressive of singularity, something expressive of duality in the place of 
something expressive of duality, something expressive of plurality in the place of 
something expressive of plurality.” This passage implies that suffixes (or at any rate certain 
suffixes) have meaning, but this is only part of the position which Bha††oji ascribes to the 
upholder of the varˆaspho†a.  
 The evidence marshaled from authoritative works for the varˆaspho†a, as will be 
clear from the above, is weak. For the padaspho†a and the våkyaspho†a, on the other hand, 
Bha††oji can directly refer to a passage by Kaiya†a on the words yenoccåritena ... in the 
Paspaßåhnika of the Mahåbhå∑ya,22 where it is stated that according to the grammarians 
words and sentences are different from their constituent sounds and that only they, unlike 
the latter, are expressive of meaning; they are, furthermore, called spho†a.23 Bha††oji adds, 
as he must, that Kaiya†a's passage deals with the akhaˆ∂apadaspho†a and 
akhaˆ∂avåkyaspho†a.24  
 In order to lend textual support to his sakhaˆ∂a padaspho†a and våkyaspho†a 
Bha††oji cites a passage that occurs at various places in the Mahåbhå∑ya and which states 
that there must be eternal, unchanging sounds in eternal words.25 This passage may have 
puzzled more than one theoretician of the spho†a. By stating that there are eternal sounds in 
eternal words it somehow disagrees with the classical position on the spho†a, which holds 
the opposite: the word (= word-spho†a) is an entity different from the sounds, so that there 
are no sounds in the word. Nor does it agree with Bha††oji's position, which does not assign 
ontological independence to the sakhaˆdapadaspho†a. Kaiya†a interprets this Bhå∑ya 
passage as expressing the jåtispho†apak∑a; Bha††oji, as we have seen, interprets it 
differently. Whatever may have been Patañjali's original intention, Bha††oji interprets this 
passage in a way which deviates from the preceding tradition so as to justify his new 
understanding of spho†a. 
                                                
22 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 8 l. 19-20: padaspho†avåkyaspho†au tu ihaiva 
pragha††ake ‘yenoccåritena’ iti bhå∑yaprat¥kam upådåya kaiya†ena bhå∑yårthatayå varˆitau / 
23 Kaiya†a I p. 7: vaiyåkaraˆå varˆavyatiriktasya padasya våkyasya vå våcakatvam icchanti / varˆånåµ 
pratyekaµ våcakatve dvit¥yådivarˆoccåraˆånarthakyaprasa∫gåt / ånarthakye tu pratyekam utpattipak∑e 
yaugapadyenotpattyabhåvåt, abhivyaktipak∑e tu krameˆaivåbhivyaktyå samudåyåbhåvåt / 
ekasm®tyupårË∂hånåµ våcakatve ‘sara˙’ ‘rasa˙’ ityådåv arthapratipattyaviße∑aprasa∫gåt tadvyatirikta˙ spho†o 
nådåbhivya∫gyo våcako vistareˆa våkyapad¥ye vyavasthåpita˙ / 
24 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 8 l. 20-21: varˆavyatiriktasya padasya våkyasya veti 
vadatå tayor akhaˆ∂atåpy uktå /. 
25 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 8 l. 21-23: ‘nitye∑u ßabde∑u kË†asthair avicålibhir 
varˆair bhavitavyam’ iti tatra tatra bhå∑ye sakhaˆ∂atoktå /. The quoted line occurs Mahå-bh I p. 18 l. 14-15 
(on ÍivasËtra 1 vt. 12); p. 75 l. 8-9 (on P. 1.1.20 vt. 5); p. 112 l. 24 (on P. 1.1.46); p. 136 l. 12-13 (on P. 1.1.56 
vt. 11); etc. 
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 Bha††oji refers to further passages from Kaiya†a to bolster his presentation of eight 
positions about the spho†a.26 The first of these passages does not read, as claimed by 
Bha††oji, kecid varˆaspho†am apare padaspho†aµ våkyaspho†aµ cåhu˙, but rather: kecit 
dhvanivya∫gyaµ varˆåtmakaµ nityaµ ßabdam åhu˙ / anye varˆavyatiriktaµ padaspho†am 
icchanti / våkyaspho†am apare saµgirante /.27 Contrary to Bha††oji's claim, it does not 
mention the varˆaspho†a. We may assume that Bha††oji considered the first part of this 
passage (... varˆåtmakaµ nityaµ ßabdam ...) to support his varˆaspho†a, 
sakhaˆ∂apadaspho†a and sakhaˆ∂avåkyaspho†a, the second part (... varˆavyatiriktaµ 
padaspho†am ...) to support his akhaˆ∂apadaspho†a, and the third ([varˆavyatiriktaµ] 
våkyaspho†am ...) his akhaˆ∂avåkyaspho†a. The phrase kecit dhvanivya∫gyaµ 
varˆåtmakaµ nityaµ ßabdam åhu˙ is no doubt most amenable to an interpretation in 
accordance with Bha††oji's first three kinds of spho†a, but the very fact that the ‘some’ 
referred to by Kaiya†a consider the word which consists of speech sounds (varˆåtmaka) to 
be eternal (nitya) suggests that they assign to it an ontological status of its own, contrary to 
Bha††oji's first three kinds of spho†a. Indeed, this phrase looks like a paraphrase of the 
Bhå∑ya line nitye∑u ßabde∑u kË†asthair avicålibhir varˆair bhavitavyam which we 
considered above. We saw that Kaiya†a looked upon this line as an expression of the 
jåtispho†apak∑a. We must conclude that Kaiya†a's own phrase kecit dhvanivya∫gyaµ 
varˆåtmakaµ nityaµ ßabdam åhu˙, too, must in all probability be understood as an 
expression of that same jåtispho†apak∑a. It does not therefore support Bha††oji's first three 
kinds of spho†a. 
 Bha††oji then refers to Kaiya†a's comments on ÍivasËtra 1 a i u ˆ, which oppose a 
vyaktispho†avådin to a jåtispho†avådin. Confusingly, Kaiya†a's comments concern the 
Bhå∑ya passage which contains the same line nitye∑u ßabde∑u kË†asthair avicålibhir varˆair 
bhavitavyam which, as we have seen, had been invoked by Bha††oji to support the 
sakhaˆdapadaspho†a (and sakhaˆ∂avåkyaspho†a). We had occasion to point out that 
Kaiya†a, contrary to Bha††oji, found in this line support for the jåtispho†apak∑a. It appears 
therefore that Bha††oji invokes a passage from Kaiya†a with which he disagrees to support 
the greater force of the jåtispho†apak∑a.28 
                                                
26 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 8 l. 26-32: paspaßåyåm eva pragha††akåntare ‘kiµ 
puna˙’ ityådi bhå∑yam upådåya ‘kecid varˆaspho†am apare padaspho†aµ våkyaspho†aµ cåhu˙’ iti vadatå 
kaiya†ena ‘a i u ˆ’ ity atra vyaktispho†ajåtispho†ayor balåbalaµ cintayatå prayåhåråhnikånte ‘ak∑araµ na 
k∑araµ vidyåt’ iti bhå∑yavyåkhyånåvasare vyavahåranityatå tu varˆapadavåkyaspho†ånåµ, nityatvaµ tu 
jåtispho†asyeti pratipådayatå, anupadam eva brahmatattvam eva hi ßabdarËpatayå pratibhåt¥ty artha iti 
vyåcak∑åˆena sarve pak∑å˙ sËcitå eva /. 
27 Kaiya†a on kiµ punar nitya˙ ßabda˙ åhosvit kårya˙, Paspaßåhnika, I p. 26. 
28 Kaiya†a, I p. 65 ff., esp. p. 68 (vyaktispho†apak∑e niråk®te jåtispho†apak∑a evåßr¥yate) and p. 69 
(avaßyåßraˆ¥yatåm åk®tipak∑asya darßayati). 
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 Kaiya†a's third passage occurs at the end of the second Óhnika and comments on the 
Bhå∑ya words ak∑araµ na k∑araµ vidyåt (Mahå-bh I p. 36 l. 6). Here Kaiya†a mentions the 
varˆaspho†a, the padaspho†a and the våkyaspho†a, and ascribes to them vyavahåranityatå 
‘eternality for practical purposes’. If Bha††oji is to be believed, Kaiya†a ascribes full 
eternality to the jåtispho†a, but this is less clear from his text as found in the printed 
editions.29 Bha††oji mentions a variant reading — which appears to agree with the editions I 
have used — in which the jåtispho†a is looked upon as ‘eternal for practical purposes’.30 
But whatever reading one accepts, the most one can deduce from Kaiya†a's statement is that 
he recognized six kinds of spho†a, which are probably to be identified as the 
akhaˆ∂avarˆaspho†a (which has little or nothing in common with Bha††oji's varˆaspho†a), 
the akhaˆ∂apadaspho†a, the akhaˆ∂avåkyaspho†a, and the varˆajåtispho†a, the 
padajåtispho†a, and the våkyajåtispho†a. 
 At this point Bha††oji claims further support from the side of Patañjali and Kaiya†a 
on P. 1.1.46 ådyantau †akitau.31 Patañjali is supposed to have mentioned the varˆaspho†a 
and the padaspho†a here. This is subject to interpretation, for these terms in any case are not 
to be found in this part of the Mahåbhå∑ya (nor indeed anywhere else in this text). The 
words ascribed to Kaiya†a are relatively close to Kaiya†a's own, with this difference again 
that Kaiya†a does not here use the expression padaspho†a.32 What he refers to would be, in 
Bha††oji's terminology, the akhaˆ∂apadaspho†a. 
 Bha††oji then rounds off his discussion by pointing out that all this has been clearly 
set out by Patañjali and Kaiya†a on sËtras 1.2.45 (arthavad adhåtur ...), 1.1.68 (svaµ rËpaµ 
ßabdasya ...), 1.1.70 (taparas tatkålasya), and elsewhere.33 When looking up these passages, 
one is disappointed. Only on P. 1.1.70 does Patañjali use the word spho†a, and Kaiya†a the 
expression vyaktispho†a. Kaiya†a here refers back to the Paspaßåhnika under yenoccåritena 
... (discussed above), where, he says, the matter has been considered.34 
                                                
29 Kaiya†a, I p. 117: vyavahåranityatayå tu varˆapadavåkyaspho†ånåµ [nityatvam], jåtispho†asya vå. The word 
nityatvam has been added on the authority of another edition (Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi etc., 1967). Bha††oji 
was apparently acquainted with a reading: vyavahåranityatå tu varˆapadavåkyaspho†ånåµ, nityatvaµ tu 
jåtispho†asya.  
30 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 8 l. 32 - p. 9 l. 1: yadå tu avidyaiva jåtir iti pak∑as 
tadabhipråyeˆa jåtispho†asyåpi vyavahåranityateti ‘ak∑araµ na k∑araµ vidyåt’ ity asya kaiya†¥ye på†håntaram. 
31 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 9 l. 1-4: ‘ådyante †akitau’ iti sËtre ca bhå∑ya eva 
varˆaspho†apadaspho†åv uktau / asatyam eva prak®tipratyayavibhågaµ tadarthaµ cåßritya 
rekhågavayanyåyena satyasya padaspho†asya vyutpådanam abhipretam iti tatraiva kaiya†a˙ /. 
32 Cp. Kaiya†a on P. 1.1.46 (on athavaitayånupËrvyåyaµ ßabdåntaram upadißati), I p. 349: ... arthavattåm 
åßrityåsatyaprak®tipratyayopadeßena satyasya padasya vyutpådanaµ kriyate, rekhågavayeneva 
satyagavayasya. 
33 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 9 l. 4-6: ‘arthavad adhåtu˙’ ‘svaµ rËpaµ ßabdasya’ 
‘taparas tatkålasya’ ityådisËtre∑v api spa∑†am idaµ bhå∑yakaiya†ådåv ity alaµ bahunå. 
34 Mahå-bh I p. 181 l. 19-24 (on P. 1.1.70 vt. 5); Kaiya†a on P. 1.1.70, I p. 539: ‘evaµ tarhi’ iti / vyaktispho†o 
'tra vivak∑ita˙ / sa ca nitya˙ / etac ca ‘yenoccåritena’ ity atra paspaßåyåµ vicåritam iti tata eve boddhavyam / 
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It seems clear from the above that Kaiya†a's commentary on the Mahåbhå∑ya mentions 
many of the kinds of spho†a which Bha††oji enumerates. There is however a major 
difference. All kinds of spho†a accepted by Kaiya†a have primarily ontological status, they 
are existing entities that are different from their parts. Some of these spho†as (viz., words 
and sentences) have meaning, others (sounds) don't. With Bha††oji expressiveness becomes 
the defining characteristic of all types of spho†a, their ontological status being secondary. 
Bha††oji does not reject the ontological spho†as — on condition, of course, that they have 
meaning — but adds them to other spho†as that have no independent existence. The result is 
his list of eight kinds of spho†a, some of which had not figured in Sanskrit literature before 
him.35 
 
 
Bha††oji's personality and circumstances 
 
It is now time to consider what we know about Bha††oji D¥k∑ita as a person. It turns out that 
to study a recent thinker like him is very different from studying early Sanskrit authors. We 
know next to nothing about Bhart®hari and most other Sanskrit authors of his time. About 
Bha††oji we know a fair amount.36 If we take the bits of information collected in the 
secondary literature (all of which I have not been able to verify) we get the following 
picture. Bha††oji came from the South (perhaps Mahårå∑†ra37) and ended up in Benares38 
where he became the student of a well-known grammarian, Íe∑a K®∑ˆa.39 Íe∑a K®∑ˆa was 
not his only teacher — also Appayya D¥k∑ita40, Ía∫kara Bha††a41 and N®siµhåßrama42 are 
                                                
35 Judging by the summary by G. B. Palsule in the Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies of the 
Spho†atattvanirËpaˆa which may have been composed by Íe∑a K®∑ˆa (Coward and Kunjunni Raja, 1990: 215 
f.), Bha††oji's teacher had not dealt with these eight positions about the spho†a either. The text summarized 
was not available to me. 
36 There are many historical records from the time of Bha††oji (see Sharma, 1938). Most of these do not 
however concern themselves with Sanskrit scholars; information about them has to be culled from colophons, 
introductory stanzas, stories that have somehow survived, etc. 
37 This is a debated issue. The first reliable census of the population of Benares was published by James 
Prinsep in the Asiatic Researches in 1832. According to Dalmia, 1997: 94, “Prinsep's figures provide 
statistical evidence that there were indeed large communities of Brahmans in the city; they constituted 12 per 
cent of the population, and here again the Maharastrian Brahmans outnumbered the rest. They constituted, in 
their turn, 30 per cent of the total Brahman population.” It is to be kept in mind that Prinsep's census came 
after a period, during the 18th century, during which Maharasthtrians, both Brahmin and Maratha, had been 
investing heavily in Benares, and grants to Brahmins had greatly increased, especially under the direct 
patronage of the Peshwa (Gordon, 1993: 146). According to another tradition Bha††oji was of Óndhra origin; 
see e.g. Upådhyåya, 1994: 60. 
38 Gode (1941a: 322) reports a tradition according to which Bha††oji D¥k∑ita built in Benares a house for 
himself at Kedår-Ghå†a (Sanskrit perhaps Kedåreßvara-Gha††a) and settled there permanently. 
39 See note 43, below. 
40 Appayya D¥k∑ita is saluted in Bha††oji's Tattvakaustubha; see M¥måµsaka, saµ. 2030: I: 487. EIP V p. 240 
(s.v. Appayya D¥k∑ita) tells the following story: “One of Appayya D¥k∑ita's important pupils was Bha††oji 
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sometimes stated to have been his teachers —, but Íe∑a K®∑ˆa plays an important role in 
what follows. Íe∑a K®∑ˆa himself is known for his commentary on Råmacandra's 
Prakriyåkaumud¥, called Prakåßa, and we may assume that Bha††oji was trained by Íe∑a 
K®∑ˆa in the Prakriyåkaumud¥. This work was going to be the source of inspiration for his 
own Siddhåntakaumud¥. 
 However, the relationship between Bha††oji and the descendants of his teacher 
turned sour after the death of the latter. Many of the details remain obscure, but a variety of 
facts and sources allow us to get a reasonably clear picture of the situation. They are as 
follows. 
 Bha††oji did not only compose the Siddhåntakaumud¥, which follows the model of 
the Prakriyåkaumud¥ and improves upon it, but also a commentary on it, known by the 
name Prau∂ha Manoramå. In this commentary he criticizes the Prakriyåkaumud¥ as well as 
the commentary composed by his own teacher, Íe∑a K®∑ˆa.43  
 Íe∑a K®∑ˆa had not been the first to write a commentary on the Prakriyåkaumud¥. 
The grandson of its author, called Vi††hala, had composed one called Prasåda. Íe∑a K®∑ˆa 
often critically refers to this commentary, and calls its author pråc ‘the former one’.44 
(Råmacandra the author of the Prakriyåkaumud¥ is referred to as åcårya, even though Íe∑a 
K®∑ˆa does not always agree with him.) This word pråc, it appears, often designates 
preceding authors of similar works. Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakriyåprakåßa therefore refers in this 
way to the preceding commentator on the Prakriyåkaumud¥, viz. Vi††hala. Bha††oji's 
                                                                                                                                               
D¥k∑ita, the author of the Siddhåntakaumud¥, who came from the north to study Vedånta and M¥måµså and 
wrote Íabdakaustubha as a commemoration of his discipleship under Appayya. A story is told that Bha††oji 
found Appayya living unostentatiously in a village, belying widespread fame and royal patronage.” None of 
the claims in this passage are supported by evidence. 
41 Haraprasad Shastri, 1912: 11; EIP V p. 241 s.v. Bha††oji D¥k∑ita; Salomon, 1985: xix, xxvi. 
42 Gode, 1940: 66 ff.; Manudeva Bha††achårya's introduction to his edition of Kauˆ∂a Bha††a's 
B®hadvaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆa p. 5; Upådhyåya, 1994: 61. 
43 Cf. the following passage from Jagannåtha's Prau∂hamanoramåkucamardana (as cited in Belvalkar, 1915: 
39 n. 1): iha kecit [= Bha††ojid¥k∑itå˙] nikhilavidvanmuku†amayËkhamålålålitacaraˆånåµ ... 
Íe∑avaµßåvataµsånåµ Ír¥-K®∑ˆapaˆ∂itånåµ prasådåd åsåditaßabdånußåsanås te∑u ca pårameßvarapadaµ 
prayåte∑u kalikålavaßaµvad¥bhavanta˙ Prakriyåprakåßaµ svayaµnirmitåyåµ manoramåyåm åkulyakår∑u˙ / 
så ca prakriyåprakåßak®tåµ pautrair asmadgurupaˆ∂itav¥reßvaråˆåµ tanayair dË∑itåpi svamatipar¥k∑årthe 
punar asmåbhir nir¥k∑yate /. M¥måµsaka, saµ. 2030: I: 486 n. 1 cites the same passage in a rather different 
form. See also M¥måµsaka, saµ. 2030: I: 541; Kane, HistDh I,2 p. 967 n. 1508; p. 48-49 of the introduction 
to the edition of Jagannåtha's Rasaga∫gådhara mentioned in the bibliography; p. (15) of Sitaram Shastri's 
introduction to his edition of the Prau∂ha Manoramå; Hueckstedt, 2002: 51-52 n. 18. Extracts from 
Jagannåtha's text (including this passage) can be found at the end of the edition of the Prau∂ha Manoramå by 
Pt. Sadåshiva Sharma Shastri. This passage is found on p. 1-2 of Madhusudana's edition. For an English 
translation, see Joshi, 1980: 107. This statement shows that Bha††oji was the pupil of Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, not of the 
latter's son Íe∑a V¥reßvara, as maintained by Ranganathasvami Aryavaraguru (1912), Altekar (1937: 40) and 
Das (1990: 326 n. 14). For another critical passage from the same work, see Sitaram Shastri's introduction to 
his edition of the Prau∂ha Manoramå, p. (13) n. 2. 
44 The introduction (Pråståvikam) by Bhåg¥ratha Prasåda Tripå†h¥ to the edition Råmacandra's 
Prakriyåkaumud¥ with Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakåßa (see bibliography; p. (i) f.) shows that Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's pråc is indeed 
Vi††hala the author of the Prasåda. See further below. 
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Prau∂ha Manoramå uses the term, similarly, to refer to the author of the preceding 
Prakriyågrantha, viz. Råmacandra.45 Bha††oji's Íabdakaustubha, which is a commentary on 
the Mahåbhå∑ya (see below), uses pråc to refer to the preceding commentator of the 
Mahåbhå∑ya, viz. Kaiya†a.46 The use of this word is not pejorative, as is shown by the fact 
that Paˆ∂itaråja Jagannåtha's Kucamardin¥, which was composed to defend the 
Prakriyåkaumud¥ and its commentator Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, refers to the author of the 
Prakriyåkaumud¥ as pråc¥naprakriyågranthak®t (e.g. ed. Sadåshiva Sharma p. 16 l. 1; ed. 
Madhusudana p. 25 l. 5, p. 31 l. 7). 
 As already stated, Bha††oji uses the term pråc in his Prau∂ha Manoramå to refer to 
Råmacandra the author of the Prakriyåkaumud¥. This text contains numerous references to 
this ‘former one’ (pråc) whose book (grantha) is sometimes called prakriyågrantha.47 
Connected with the ‘former one’ Bha††oji sometimes mentions his commentator (note the 
use of the plural), as well as the ‘author of the Prasåda’. This happens, for example, in a 
passage whose structure is as follows:48 
yat tu pråcå ... uktam, yac ca tadvyåkhyåt®bhir ... uktam, yac c[a] ... prasådak®tå ... 
k®taµ, tad etat sakalaµ bhå∑yakaiya†åparyålocanamËlakam. 
“What has been stated by the former one, and what has been stated by his 
commentator, as well as what has been done by the author of the Prasåda, all this is 
based on a lack of careful consideration of the Bhå∑ya and Kaiya†a.” 
                                                
45 A comparison of the following passages illustrates the contrasting ways in which Bha††oji's Prau∂ha 
Manoramå and Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakåßa use this term: (i) Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Prau∂ha Manoramå I p. 204: yat tu 
pråcå ‘tat-ßiva ity atra jaßtve k®te, khari ca’ ity uktam / tan na / ... / yat tu tatpaut reˆoktam ‘tado vå'vasåne 
iti cartve k®te, paßcåc chiva ity anena sambandhe, jhalåµ jaßo 'nte iti jaßtve, khari ca iti cartvam’ iti / tad 
atisthav¥ya˙ /. (ii) Råmacandra, Prakriyåkaumud¥ (ed. Mißra I p. 145; ed. Trivedi I p. 90): tad ßiva ity atra 
jaßtve k®te — khari ca. (iii) Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa I p. 146: atra pråcoktam ‘tado vå'vasåne iti cartve k®te 
paßcåc chiva ity anena sambandhe jhalåµ jaßo 'nte iti jaßtve tad ßiva iti sthite khari ca iti cartvam’ iti /. (iv) 
Vi††hala, Prasåda I p. 90: tado våvasåne iti cartve k®te paßcåt ßiva ity anena saµbandhe jaßtvaµ jhalåµ jaßonte 
iti / tataß ca tad ßiva iti sthite khari ceti anena cartve ... 
46 The following are examples: (i) Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 47 l. 24-26: atra 
pråñca˙: thakårasthåniko dhakårasthåniko vå dakåro 'tra bhå∑yak®to vivak∑ita˙, ato na pËrvottaravirodha iti / 
®javas tu vårttikamate sthitvedaµ bhå∑yam ato na virodha ity åhu˙ /. This concerns P. 3.3.57 •dor ap. The 
explanation of this sËtra referred to in the Íabdakaustubha is not found in the Kåßikå and its classical 
commentaries, nor in the Prakriyåkaumud¥ and its commentaries by Vi††hala and Íe∑a K®∑ˆa. It belongs to 
Kaiya†a (I p. 84 l. 12-13; on Mahå-bh I p. 23 l. 21-22): atråhu˙: thakårasthåniko dhakårasthåniko vå dakåro 
'tra vivak∑ita˙ ‘kas tarhi dakåra’ iti. Nothing similar is found in Bhart®hari's commentary (Palsule, 1988: 21). 
(ii) Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 54 l. 23 - p. 55 l. 2: tathåpy abhyåse 
upadhmån¥yasya ße∑e ‘abhyåse car ca’ iti jaßtvena bakåra eva ßrËyeta / i∑yate tv abhyåse jakåra iti pråñca˙ / 
appears to refer to Kaiya†a (I p. 99 l. 11-12; on Mahå-bh I p. 28 l. 26: yady ubjir upadhmån¥yopadha˙ pa†hyata 
ubjiji∑at¥ty upadhmån¥yåder eva dvirvacanaµ pråpnoti): upadhmån¥yåder iti / yadi dvirvacane pËrvatra 
kartavye jaßtvam asiddham athåpi pËrvatråsiddh¥yam advirvacana iti siddhaµ, sarvathobibji∑at¥ti pråpnoti /; 
Bha††oji next shows Kaiya†a's position to be wrong. 
 Occasionally someone else is called pråc, sometimes Patañjali himself. This seems to be the case in 
the following passage: Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 108 l. 3-5: yat tu ‘dvirvacane 'ci’ 
iti sËtre aci kim? jeghr¥yate dedhm¥yate iti pråcåµ pratyudåharaˆaµ, tad åpåtata˙ appears to refer to Mahå-bh 
I p. 155 l. 16 (on P. 1.1.59): ajgrahaˆasyaitat prayojanam iha må bhËt / jeghr¥yate dedhm¥yata iti /. 
47 Cp. Sitaram Shastri's introduction to his edition of the Prau∂ha Manoramå, p. (4) ff. 
48 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Prau∂ha Manoramå (ed. Sitaram Shastri) p. 404-405. 
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This passage shows us the way in which Bha††oji criticizes his predecessors. It also allows 
us to identify them with precision. The words which Bha††oji attributes to ‘the former one’ 
(veti kecit / sakhya˙, sukhya˙, sakhyu˙, sukhyu˙; with variant for the last four words: 
sakhya˙, sukhya˙) clearly corresponds to the following passage from the Prakriyåkaumud¥ 
(ed. Trivedi I p. 167, on P. 7.3.116; cp. ed. Mißra I p. 260): veti kecit / sakhya˙, sakhya˙, 
with variants for the last word: sakhyu˙ and sukhyu˙. Bha††oji attributes to the author of the 
Prasåda five metrical lines (two and a half ßlokas). These occur in the commentary called 
Prasåda of Vi††hala (I p. 167 l. 12-16) in exactly the same form. The ‘commentator’, finally, 
is attributed with the following words: ubhayam apy etad bhå∑ye sthitam. This phrase 
occurs in Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakåßa, in exactly this form (I p. 260 l. 21).49 In other words, the 
‘commentator’ is Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Bha††oji's former teacher. 
 We see from this passage that Bha††oji's criticism of his predecessors is direct, but 
not impolite. The following passage, in which Bha††oji criticizes the ‘former one’ (pråc), 
i.e. Råmacandra, along with his grandson (tatpautra), i.e. Vi††hala, provides another 
example of this:50 
 
yat tu pråcoktam ‘u∫åv itåv’ iti, yac ca tatpautreˆa vyåkhyåtam ‘ukåra 
ugitkåryårtha’ iti, tad asa∫gatam iti bhåva˙. 
“The idea is that what has been stated by the former one — viz., that u and ∫ [in 
asu∫ which is prescribed in P. 7.1.89 puµso 'su∫] are markers — and what has been 
explained by his grandson — viz., that u is there in order that the effect of having u, 
® or ¬ as marker [may apply] (by P. 7.1.6 ugitaß ca) — is impossible.” 
 
The remark attributed to the ‘former one’ is found in the Prakriyåkaumud¥ (ed. Trivedi I p. 
283; ed. Mißra I p. 387), and the one attributed to his grandson in Vi††hala's Prasåda (I p. 
283). 
 Bha††oji's criticism of Íe∑a K®∑ˆa is polite, too. We have seen that the latter is 
sometimes referred to as ‘his commentator’ (in the plural). He is occasionally referred to as 
pråc ‘former one’ but always, it seems, in the plural.51 Elsewhere Bha††oji gives no 
specification as to whom he is referring to, simply saying ‘they say’. For example, his 
                                                
49 Bha††oji's use of pråc in the Prau∂ha Manoramå is not fully consistent. Consider the following passages, 
where he clearly copies Íe∑a K®∑ˆa in referring to Vi††hala in this manner: (i) Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Prau∂ha 
Manoramå I p. 559: yat tu pråñca˙: ‘åpi’ iti kakåraviße∑aˆam / ‘sarvikå’ ityådau tv ekådeßasya 
sthånivadbhåvåd akåreˆa vyavadhåne 'pi vacanasåmarthyåd bhavi∑yati iti / tan na / (ii) Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa I 
p. 433: ‘åpi’ iti ... / ata˙ kakåraviße∑aˆam / ... / ‘sarvikå’ ityådau tv ekådeßasya sthånivadbhåvåd akåreˆa 
vyavadhåne 'pi vacanasåmarthyåd bhavi∑yati iti pråñca˙  / vastutas tu ... (iii) Vi††hala, Prasåda I p. 328: nanu 
cåp¥ty anena kiµ viße∑yate / yady ucyeta kakåra iti tadå sarvikå kårikety atråpi na syåt / akåreˆa vyavadhånåt / 
na ca våcyam ekådeße k®te nåsti vyavadhånam iti tasya ‘aca˙ parasmin ...’ iti sthånivadbhåvåd iti ced ucyate / 
yena nåvyavadhånaµ tena vyavahite 'pi vacanapråmåˆyåd ity ekena varˆena vyavadhånam åßr¥yate /. 
50 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Prau∂ha Manoramå (ed. Sitaram Shastri) p. 531. See also note 45, above. 
51 See the examples given in Sitaram Shastri's introduction to his edition of the Prau∂ha Manoramå p. (5) n. 2. 
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statement yat tu vadanti: ‘napuµsake ßasi yuñji ity atra num na syåd’ iti52 refers to a line in 
Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakåßa which says: tena napuµsake ßasi yuñji ity atra num bhavati.53 And 
Bha††oji's yat tu vyåcakhyu˙: ‘upadeßakåle yau ∑akåranakårau tadantety artha˙ / 
devadattasya gurukulam itivat samudåyena sambandhån nåsamartha[sa]måsa’ iti54 literally 
cites a passage from Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakåßa.55 Sometimes Íe∑a K®∑ˆa is referred to under the 
heading ‘others’ (again in the plural). Bha††oji mentions, for example, ‘others’ in 
connection with Råmacandra (pråc) and Vi††hala (tatpautra) in the following line: yac 
cånyair ‘vårttikena pËritam artham udåharati’ ity avatåritam.56 The phrase attributed to 
these ‘others’ occurs in exactly that form in Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakåßa.57 But however politely 
Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's positions are referred to, they are always rejected. 
 [The Prau∂ha Manoramå also refers to an È¥kåk®t on the Prakriyåkaumud¥. On the 
one occasion that has come to my notice it ascribes a phrase to him which occurs in but 
slightly different form both in Vi††hala's Prasåda and Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakåßa.58 This 
designation therefore remains ambiguous.] 
 It is true that Bha††oji did not write his Prau∂ha Manoramå until after the death of 
Íe∑a K®∑ˆa.59 It is also true that while referring to his teacher he respectfully uses the plural 
                                                
52 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Prau∂ha Manoramå (ed. Sitaram Shastri) p. 500. 
53 Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa I p. 340 l. 14. 
54 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Prau∂ha Manoramå (ed. Sitaram Shastri) p. 484. 
55 Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa I p. 335 l. 21-22. Occasionally an unspecified plural refers to both Vi††hala and Íe∑a 
K®∑ˆa, as in Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Prau∂ha Manoramå (ed. Sitaram Shastri) p. 434, where yat tu vadanti: ‘evaµ 
sati supi ca iti d¥rghatvaµ syåd’ iti / tan na / rejects an opinion held by both these authors, but whose 
formulation follows Vi††hala (Vi††hala, Prasåda I p. 195 l. 19-20; Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa I p. 293 l. 15). For 
further examples see Sitaram Shastri's introduction to his edition of the Prau∂ha Manoramå p. (4)-(5) n. 4. 
56 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Prau∂ha Manoramå (ed. Sitaram Shastri) p. 412. 
57 Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa I p. 268 l. 12-13. 
58 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Prau∂ha Manoramå (ed. Sitaram Shastri) p. 68-69: yat tu ‘ika eva sthåne sta˙’ iti pråcå 
vyåkhyåtam, yac ca ta††¥kåk®toktam ‘aniyamaprasa∫ge niyamårtham idam’ ityådi, tat sarvaµ bhå∑yavirodhåt 
upek∑yam. Both commentaries on the Prakriyåkaumud¥ have: aniyamaprasa∫ge niyamo vidh¥yate (Vi††hala, 
Prasåda I p. 30 l. 22; Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa I p. 52 l. 14). 
59 This is clear from Jagannåtha's passage cited in note 43, above. A pupil of Bha††oji, called Varadaråja, 
composed several abridgments of the Siddhåntakaumud¥. A surviving manuscript of one of those, the 
Laghusiddhåntakaumud¥, dates from 1624 C.E. This text refers to the Íabdakaustubha, but not to the 
Manoramå in a context where one would expect this. It follows that the Siddhåntakaumud¥ and the 
Íabdakaustubha were composed at any rate before 1624. A later work by Varadaråja, the 
G¥rvåˆapadamañjar¥, does mention the Manoramå. See Gode, 1941a: 320 ff. Gode points out in another 
publication (1940: n. 1) that manuscripts of the Prau∂ha Manoramå dating from 1652 and 1657 C.E. have 
been preserved in the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute. The Manoramå is mentioned in Kauˆ∂a Bha††a's 
VaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆa, an abbreviation of which is the VaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆasåra; a manuscript of this 
abbreviation has been preserved which dates from 1650 C.E. (Gode, 1954: 207 f.), another one that dates from 
1637 C.E. according to Biswal (1995: 56). A manuscript of the Íabdakaustubha dating from 1633 C. E. has 
equally been preserved (Gode, 1940: 73). 
 Deshpande, 1992: 74 contains the remark that Kauˆ∂a Bha††a studied grammar under Íe∑a K®∑ˆa. 
(The same point of view is found in the Hindi introduction to the edition of the VaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆasåra by 
Prabhåkara Mißra, p. (16).) By way of justification Deshpande refers to the introduction to S. D. Joshi's Ph. D. 
dissertation of 1960 (Harvard University). This dissertation has meanwhile been published (Joshi, 1993, 1995, 
1997). I do not find in its introduction any statement to the effect that Kauˆ∂a Bha††a studied with Íe∑a K®∑ˆa. 
Moreover, Joshi (1967: 59) speaks about “Íe∑ak®∑ˆa, the teacher of Bha††oji D¥k∑ita” in a context where a 
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((tad)vyåkhyåt®bhi˙, anyai˙, pråñca˙, or quite simply a plural form of the verb) where the 
singular has to be good enough for Råmacandra (pråcå) and his grandson Vi††hala 
(tatpautreˆa, prasådak®tå).60 It is even true that he begins this commentary with a verse in 
which he emphasizes that he has composed it after careful reflection on his teacher's 
words.61 We yet learn that the family of his teacher was not amused by the systematic 
rejection of the latter's points of view. Both Cakrapåˆi (or Cakrapåˆidatta), the son of Íe∑a 
K®∑ˆa's son Íe∑a V¥reßvara62, and Paˆ∂itaråja Jagannåtha, V¥reßvara's pupil, composed a 
criticism of the Prau∂ha Manoramå.63 According to the latter, Bha††oji's mind had been 
marred by hatred for his teacher (ed. Sadåshiva Sharma p. 2; ed. Madhusudana p. 3: 
gurudve∑adË∑itamati). These critical attacks were answered by Bha††oji's grandson Hari 
D¥k∑ita in his (B®hat) Íabdaratna.64 Isolated remarks in these commentaries create the 
                                                                                                                                               
mention of Kauˆ∂a Bha††a would have been appropriate, if indeed Joshi was of the opinion that Íe∑a K®∑ˆa 
was his teacher. See further note 62, below. 
60 Bha††oji's use of the plural to express respect is confirmed by his use of the plural in passages of his 
Vedabhå∑yasåra where he agrees with Mådhava the author of the Vedabhå∑ya, and of the singular where he 
disagrees with that same author; see Gode, 1941b: 76 n. 2. 
61 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Prau∂ha Manoramå I p. 1: dhyåyaµ dhyåyaµ paraµ brahma, småraµ småraµ guror gira˙ 
/ siddhåntakaumud¥vyåkhyåµ kurma˙ prau∂hamanoramåm //. Neither Hari D¥k∑ita's B®hat Íabdaratna nor 
Någeßa's Laghu Íabdaratna on this passage give the name of Bha††oji's teacher, but both contain the enigmatic 
specification that the singular guro˙ indicates that Bha††oji obtained all his knowledge from one single 
teacher. 
62 See the bibliography under Cakrapåˆidatta. Bali, 1976: 15 claims that V¥reßvara himself wrote a Prau∂ha 
Manoramå Khaˆ∂ana, and supports this with a reference to Yudhi∑†hira M¥måµsaka's Itihåsa. This is 
incorrect. M¥måµsaka (saµ. 2030: I: 540-41), basing himself on the passage cited in note 43 above, correctly 
states that V¥reßvara's son wrote such a criticism. This son appears to have been Cakrapåˆi or Cakrapåˆidatta. 
Sitaram Shastri's introduction to his edition of the Prau∂ha Manoramå (p. (14)) states, on the basis of the two 
introductory verses it cites from this author's Prau∂hamanoramåkhaˆ∂ana, that Cakrapåˆi was V¥reßvara's 
pupil; this may not exclude that he was his son. (Sitaram Shastri reads v¥reßvaraguruµ ße∑avaµßottamaµ 
where the edition available to me has va†eßvaraµ guruµ ßeßavaµßottaµsaµ.) See also EIP V p. 223: “We 
know of no works authored by [Íe∑a V¥reßvara].” If it is true that both Kauˆ∂a Bha††a and Hari D¥k∑ita refer 
to this same V¥reßvara as the “ornament of the Íe∑a lineage” (Das, 1990: 326 n. 14), we may have to conclude 
that V¥reßvara somehow managed to stay out of the conflict opposing his lineage to that of Bha††oji. 
Alternatively — since Hari D¥k∑ita's presumed reference to V¥reßvara is ambiguous — one may be tempted to 
think that Kauˆ∂a Bha††a's commentaries were composed before the conflict arose. Note that ße∑abhË∑aˆa in 
one of the introductory verses of the BhË∑aˆa(-såra) refers to Íe∑a K®∑ˆa according to Prabhåkara Mißra (see 
his edition of the VaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆasåra, pp. (16)-(17), 10). 
 Cakrapåˆi also continued Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's tradition by composing a commentary (called 
Prakriyåprad¥pa) on the Prakriyåkaumud¥; see M¥måµsaka, saµ: I: 532 and Cakrapåˆi, 
Prau∂hamanoramåkhaˆ∂ana p. 16 l. 8; p. 18 l. 12-13; etc. 
63 Part of Jagannåtha's Manoramåkhaˆ∂anarËpå Kucamardin¥ (“She who crushes the nipple [of the lovely 
woman (manoramå)]”) has been edited; see the bibliography. A Manoramåkhaˆ∂ana by a certain Keßava is 
mentioned at NCC vol. 5, p. 60. Nothing seems to be known about this author. 
 Already Jagannåtha's father Peru Bha††a appears to have been V¥reßvara's pupil (Upådhyåya, 1994: 
67; Någeßa on the second introductory verse of Jagannåtha's Rasaga∫gådhara); this suggests that Jagannåtha 
may have been a lot younger than Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, and probably much younger than Bha††oji D¥k∑ita as well. 
Jagannåtha's father was also, in matters M¥måmsaka, a student of Khaˆ∂adeva, if Någeßa 's  commentary on 
the Rasaga∫gådhara (verse 2) is to be believed. This Khaˆ∂adeva, according to McCrea (2002), reacts in his 
works to the ideas of the New Grammarians, i.e., Bha††oji D¥k∑ita and, perhaps, Kauˆ∂a Bha††a. Once again, 
the age difference between Bha††oji and Jagannåtha appears to have been great. Lawrence McCrea 
informs me that,  according to his pupil  and commentator Íambhubha††a,  Khaˆ∂adeva died 
in Benares in 1665 at  the age of 90.  
64 M¥måµsaka, saµ. 2030: I: 541; Joshi, 1980: 107-08. According to Upådhyåya (1994: 63) Bha††oji's son 
Bhånuji D¥k∑ita — known for his commentary called Råmåßram¥ or Vyåkhyåsudhå on the Amarako∑a — 
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impression that strong feelings were involved in these debates, yet that the most common 
and apparently most appropriate way to express them was through the intermediary of 
complex and detailed discussions of difficult technical points of grammar. The participants 
in these debates must have thought that this was the surest way to be heard and to score 
points. 
 Unfortunately we do not know whether Bha††oji lived to see his positions defended 
by his grandson. For his own attitude toward his critics we only have an uncertain tradition 
to go by, which records that he called Jagannåtha a mleccha.65 If it is true that he did so 
(which is uncertain), we do know what specific circumstance made him use this term. For 
Jagannåtha, according to a claim which I am in no position to verify, had been introduced 
to the court of the Mughal ruler Shah Jahan by the Mahåråja of Jaipur, where, according to 
one account, he had defeated the Moslim scholars present and refuted their claim to the 
extent that Sanskrit was not the original language; Sanskrit, according to them, had 
developed out of Arabic.66 He had subsequently been honored by the emperor, who is 
believed to have bestowed on him the title paˆ∂itaråja.67 But Jagannåtha had been careless 
enough to start a relationship with a Moslim woman called Lava∫g¥, whom he married.68 It 
is not clear whether at that occasion he converted to Islam, but it seems beyond doubt that it 
took some time before he once again found favor with the Sanskrit scholars of Benares. 
Bha††oji's accusatory use of the term mleccha ‘barbarian, sinner, heathen’ makes a lot of 
sense in this context. 
 In view of all that precedes we are entitled to conclude that for some length of time 
a lively debate took place in Benares, in which critics of the Siddhåntakaumud¥ and its 
commentary Prau∂ha Manoramå were pitched against those who sympathized with Bha††oji 
                                                                                                                                               
composed a Manoramåmaˆ∂ana to defend his father's views against Cakrapåˆi. For examples of the way in 
which Hari D¥k∑ita deals with criticisms uttered by Cakrapåˆi and Jagannåtha, see Sitaram Shastri's 
introduction to his edition of the Prau∂ha Manoramå, pp. (16) ff. The Laghu Íabdaratna, though ascribed to 
Hari D¥k∑ita, was composed by his pupil Någeßa; see Bronkhorst, 1986: 188 ff.; Joshi, 1980. (For the opposite 
opinion, see Abhyankar, 1952; 1964. This opinion is criticized in Bhat, 1965.) 
 M¥måµsaka (saµ. 2030: I: 533) refers to a commentary on the Prakriyåkaumud¥ called Tattvacandra 
by a certain Jayanta of uncertain date, which is based on Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's commentary. One wonders whether and 
to what extent this text participated in the debate between the two camps. 
65 M¥måµsaka, saµ. 2030: I: 489-90; Introduction to Brahma Datta Dvived¥'s edition of the 
VaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆasåra p. 36. 
66 See Giridharaßarmå Caturved¥'s introduction to the edition of Jagannåtha's Rasaga∫gådhara mentioned in 
the bibliography, p. 4 n. 1; further pp. 46 ff. (“Jagannåthapaˆ∂itaråja˙”); Chaudhuri, 1954: 47 ff. We may 
suspect that the reported topic of debate does not correspond to historical reality. For another apocryphal 
account of the impression made by Jagannåtha on the Mughal emperor, see Sarma, 2002: 71. 
67 See Någeßa on Jagannåtha's Rasaga∫gådhara p. 4: vastutas tu jagannåthapaˆ∂itaråja iti 
p®thv¥patidattanåmåbhilåpo 'yam. Further Chaudhuri, 1954: 48, and note 98, below. According to the end of 
Jagannåtha's own Ósaphavilåsa, the title paˆ∂itaråya had been bestowed upon him by Shah Jahan; see Sarma, 
2002: 71 n. 1. 
68 Gode, n.d.; Athavale, 1968. 
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(or simply admired the Siddhåntakaumud¥ for its intellectual qualities).69 It seems beyond 
doubt that not only academic opinions fueled this debate, and that for the main participants 
it had deep personal roots, connected with judgments about how one should behave towards 
one's teacher, or when choosing one's bride. It is at the same time clear that these personal 
feelings and judgments were to at least a considerable extent funneled, so to say, through 
detailed academic — or if you prefer: scholastic — debate. 
 We can delve a bit deeper into Bha††oji's past and find out more about an earlier 
phase of his relationship with his teacher Íe∑a K®∑ˆa. Bha††oji is known to have written two 
grammatical works before the Siddhåntakaumud¥ and the Prau∂ha Manoramå. These are the 
Íabdakaustubha and the one known by the names Vaiyåkaraˆa BhË∑aˆa Kårikå and 
Vaiyåkaraˆamatonmajjana. It is in these works that we find most of his ideas about the 
philosophy of grammar. These ideas did not bring him instant fame, it appears. The 
Íabdakaustubha has only in part been preserved, which suggests that it was not much used 
in the beginning. Regarding the Vaiyåkaraˆa BhË∑aˆa Kårikå the view has been 
propounded that it has only survived along with — i.e., included in — the commentaries of 
Kauˆ∂a Bha††a. That would mean that, if Kauˆ∂a Bha††a had not composed these 
commentaries, this work might not have survived.70 Not unrelated to this issue is the 
uncertainty which exists regarding the name which Bha††oji himself gave to this second 
work. Later authors — among them Någeßa Bha††a, Hari D¥k∑ita and Vaidyanåtha 
Påyaguˆ∂a — call it Vaiyåkaraˆamatonmajjana.71 However, it seems that the 
Vaiyåkaraˆamatonmajjana was noted, and commented upon, by someone else, a pupil of 
Bha††oji called Vanamåli Mißra, a manuscript of whose commentary called 
Vaiyåkaraˆamatonmajjin¥ has been preserved.72 
 Some indications seem to confirm that the Íabdakaustubha was initially barely 
taken into consideration even by authors who knew it. Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's other son Íe∑a 
                                                
69 Sitaram Shastri's introduction to his edition of the Prau∂ha Manoramå gives the following romantic 
description of what supposedly happened in Benares (p. (16)): [e]vaµ lekhapralekhådinå 
nav¥nakhaˆ∂anagranthapraˆayanådinå tadån¥µ våråˆasyåµ sabhyasabhåsu vidvatsamavåye∑u 
jånhav¥gha††asopåne∑u devag®he∑u, vidu∑åµ kathanopakathane∑u sah®dayånåµ svairago∑†h¥bandhe∑u ca 
pratirathyaµ pratimandiraµ pratiku†¥ko†araµ ca prau∂hamanoramåm adhik®tyaiva vicåravimarßas tarka 
åk∑epapratisamådhånådikaµ ca janasammardena ßrot®janakolåhalena 
prek∑akav®ndasådhuvådakaratå∂anådibhiß ca såkaµ saµrambheˆa tathå samudiyåya yathå sarvaµ 
di∫maˆ∂alam eva k∑ubhitåntarålam ivås¥t. Pathak, 1995: 15, repeats this passage without acknowledgement. 
70 Cp. Manudeva Bha††achårya's remark in the introduction to his edition of Kauˆ∂a Bha††a's (B®had-
)VaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆa (p. 12): yadi nåma ßr¥kauˆ∂abha††ena b®hadbhË∑aˆavyåkhyå no vyadhåsyata, tarhi 
vaiyåkaraˆamatonmajjanasya majjanam evåbhavi∑yat ity api kalpayituµ ßakyate. Manudeva Bha††achårya is 
also of the opinion (p. 16) that the B®had-VaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆa contains many citations from lost portions of 
the Íabdakaustubha. Since the VaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆa refers to the Manoramå and is therefore later than this 
text, we cannot be sure that Bha††oji lived to see Kauˆ∂a Bha††a's commentaries on his work. 
71 For references see Manudeva Bha††achårya's commentary RËpål¥ on Kauˆ∂a Bha††a's 
B®hadvaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆa, pp. 328-332. 
72 Joshi, 1993: 10. 
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Nåråyaˆa, author of a commentary on the Mahåbhå∑ya called SËktiratnåkara (ed. Pt. 
Bhågavata 1999) appears to have known this early work of Bha††oji. An introductory stanza 
to the SËktiratnåkara states (no. 14, p. 3): 
 
harikaiya†abha††¥yå∑ †¥kå˙ santy eva yady ap¥hådya / 
tad api gabh¥radurËhatvådyair bodhåya nålaµ tå˙ // 
“Although there exist nowadays commentaries [on the Mahåbhå∑ya] by [Bhart®-
]hari, by Kaiya†a and by Bha††a, they do not suffice to understand [that text] on 
account of (its?, their?) deep and abstruse nature and other reasons.” 
 
It is not immediately clear which is the commentary by Bha††a mentioned by Íe∑a 
Nåråyaˆa. Yudhi∑†hira M¥måµsaka's history of grammatical literature makes no mention of 
any commentator before Íe∑a Nåråyaˆa called Bha††a. Bha††oji, on the other hand, uses that 
appellation for himself, for example in the fifth introductory stanza to his Íabdakaustubha: 
bha††ojibha††o janu∑a˙ såphalyaµ labdhum ¥hate.73 M¥måµsaka lists Bha††oji's 
Íabdakaustubha as a commentary on the A∑†ådhyåy¥, but this does not appear to be correct. 
Another one of its introductory stanzas announces “I extract the gem of the word (or: gem 
which is the word, ßabdakaustubha) from the ocean which is the Bhå∑ya pronounced by 
Patañjali” (st. 3cd: phaˆibhå∑itabhå∑yåbdhe˙ ßabdakaustubham uddhare).74 The text follows 
throughout the division into Óhnikas which characterizes the Mahåbhå∑ya, and closely 
follows the text of that work.75 References to the Bhå∑ya, moreover, often use the future,76 
which only makes sense in a text which presents itself as a commentary on it. It is not 
surprising that Bal Shastri's edition of the Mahåbhå∑ya with commentaries states, on its title 
page, that it contains the “Mahabhashya of Patanjali ... with the commentaries Bhattoji 
                                                
73 References in the Íabdakaustubha to a Bha††a are to the M¥måµsaka Kumårila Bha††a. An example is 
Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 22 l. 24: tathå cåk®tyadhikaraˆe bha††air uktam: niyogena vikalpena dve 
vå saha samuccite / sambandha˙ samudåyo vå vißi∑†å vaikayetarå //, which quotes Kumårila Bha††a's 
Tantravårttika on sËtra 1.3.30 (TanVår vol. II, p. 234). 
74 The beginning of another work by Bha††oji, the Tattvakaustubha, refers back to this line: 
phaˆibhå∑itabhå∑yåbdhe˙ ßabdakaustubha uddh®ta˙ / ßå∫karåd api bhå∑yåbdhe˙ [tattva]kaustubham uddhare // 
(Gode, 1955: 203). 
75 An indication in the text supporting that the Íabdakaustubha was intended as a commentary on the 
Mahåbhå∑ya is the remark to the extent that Kaiya†a has described the word-spho†a and the sentence-spho†a in 
this very pragha††aka (I p. 8 l. 19-20: padaspho†avåkyaspho†au tu ihaiva pragha††ake ‘yenoccåritena’ iti 
bhå∑yaprat¥kam upådåya kaiya†ena bhå∑yårthatayå varˆitau). The meaning of pragha††aka must be as noted in 
the Våcaspatyam (VI p. 4431 s.v. pragha††aka: ekårthapratipådanårthagranthåvayavabhede 
såµ[khya]pra[vacana]bhå∑ye d®∑†am), viz. a portion of a book. In this case a portion of the first Óhnika of the 
Mahåbhå∑ya must be intended, because it is there that we find the words yenoccåritena ..., and it is on these 
words that Kaiya†a's speaks about the word-spho†a and sentence-spho†a. 
76 E.g., Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 22 l. 22: yat tu sarËpasËtre bhå∑ye vak∑yate; p. 
23 l. 7-8: vak∑yati hi vårttikak®t; p. 23 l. 33 - p. 24 l. 1: ata eva bhå∑ye vak∑yate; p. 33 l. 8: vak∑yati hi tatra 
vårttikakåra˙; p. 46 l. 11-12, p. 71 l. 26: bhå∑yakåro vak∑yati; p. 51 l. 27: asiddhavatsËtre bhå∑yak®tå 
vak∑yamåˆatvå[t]; p. 61 l. 4: tathå ca vak∑yati ‘nu∂ våcya uttarårthaµ tu, iha kiµcit trapo iti’ (= Mahå-bh III 
p. 267 l. 12, on P. 7.1.73 vt. 3); p. 68 l. 10-11: ‘tit svaritam’ iti sËtre bhå∑yakårair vak∑yamåˆatvå[t]; p. 74 l. 
28-29: ‘naveti vibhå∑å’ iti sËtre bhå∑yakåro vak∑yati; p. 75 l. 8-9: ‘ubhe abhyastaµ saha’ iti sahagrahaˆaµ 
vårttikak®d vak∑yati, bhå∑yakåras tËbhegrahaˆam evaitadartham iti vak∑yati; etc. 
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Deekshita's ‘Shabdakaustubh’” etc.77 Baladeva Upådhyåya calls it a commentary on the 
A∑†ådhyåy¥ which is also considered a work that critically evaluates the Mahåbhå∑ya.78 
 These considerations make it likely that Íe∑a Nåråyaˆa was acquainted with 
Bha††oji's Íabdakaustubha. It is remarkable that this author, who regularly cites Kaiya†a, 
never cites Bha††oji.79 He does however refer to him in other ways. Towards the end of his 
long discussion of spho†a, for example, Íe∑a Nåråyaˆa attributes to ‘someone’ certain 
views in which we recognize without difficulty Bha††oji's points of view. Íe∑a Nåråyaˆa 
says here (p. 28 l. 28 - p. 29 l. 2): 
 
tad evaµ sakhaˆ∂åkhaˆ∂abhedena padavåkyavyaktispho†aß caturdhå, sakhaˆ∂ayos 
tayor jåtirËpatåp¥ti dvau jåtispho†åv iti ∑o∂hå, jåtivyaktibhedena varˆaspho†o 'py 
apara ity api kaßcit. 
“Someone furthermore [holds] that the padavyaktispho†a and the 
våkyavyaktispho†a, because [both of them] are divided [into two:] sakhaˆ∂a- and 
akhaˆ∂a-, are of four kinds, that moreover the two [of these] that are sakhaˆ∂a- can 
take the form of a jåti, so that there are two jåtispho†as [and one arrives at] six kinds, 
and that there is also a different varˆaspho†a that can be jåti or vyakti.” 
 
The Sanskrit is ambiguous, and it is not impossible that the following translation is to be 
preferred: 
 
“The padavyaktispho†a and the våkyavyaktispho†a are therefore in this way of four 
kinds, because [both of them] are divided [into two:] sakhaˆ∂a- and akhaˆ∂a-; the 
two [of these] that are sakhaˆ∂a- can moreover take the form of a jåti, so that there 
are two jåtispho†as [and one arrives at] six kinds. Someone furthermore [holds] that 
there is also a varˆaspho†a that can be jåti or vyakti.” 
 
Either way, Íe∑a Nåråyaˆa here clearly enumerates eight kinds of spho†a, which can be 
specified as follows: (i) sakhaˆ∂apadavyaktispho†a, (ii) sakhaˆ∂avåkyavyaktispho†a, (iii) 
akhaˆ∂apadavyaktispho†a, (iv) akhaˆ∂avåkyavyaktispho†a, (v) padajåtispho†a, (vi) 
våkyajåtispho†a, (vii) varˆajåtispho†a, (viii) varˆavyaktispho†a. He does not accept all of 
them. His enumeration corresponds, be it in a different order, to the list of positions which 
we know from Bha††oji's Íabdakaustubha (and from the Vaiyåkaraˆa BhË∑aˆa Kårikå or 
Vaiyåkaraˆamatonmajjana along with Kauˆ∂a Bha††a's commentaries). Íe∑a Nåråyaˆa 
himself does not appear to accept the spho†a as primarily a meaning-bearer but rather as an 
                                                
77 The editor is not quite as explicit in the Sanskrit preceding the beginning of the edition (p. 1): 
mahåmahopådhyåyabha††ojid¥k∑itaviracitena ßabdakaustubhena samala∫k®tam, vyåkaraˆa-mahåbhå∑yam, 
tadvyåkhyånabhËta˙ kaiya†aviracita˙ prad¥pa˙ etc. 
78 Upådhyåya, 1994: 61: ... yaha mahåbhå∑ya kå bh¥ vivecaka grantha månå jåtå hai. 
79 Bhågavata, 1999: Upodghåta p. 013. 
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ontological entity, even though the only spho†as he admits (word and sentence) do have 
meaning.80 
 For our present reflections it is particularly important to know that already Íe∑a 
K®∑ˆa's Prakåßa, which was composed before the SËktiratnåkara,81 appears to have been 
acquainted with the Íabdakaustubha.82 This one may conclude from the fact that the 
Prakåßa refers twice to opinions of the D¥k∑ita (in Sanskrit the plural is used: d¥k∑itånåµ 
vyåkhyåne; yat tu d¥k∑itå˙). Tripå†h¥ (1977: (o)) appears to think that these are references to 
Íe∑a Nåråyaˆa, the author of the SËktiratnåkara, but no evidence is known to me that Íe∑a 
Nåråyaˆa was ever called D¥k∑ita.83 Hueckstedt (2002: 52) accepts that these are references 
to Bha††oji, but admits that he has not been able to find the citations in the surviving works 
of that author; he suggests that they may have belonged to the parts of the Íabdakaustubha 
which have not survived. However, there are references to Bha††oji without mention of his 
name. Some examples have come to my notice, and a systematic investigation might bring 
to light more of them. The Prakåßa on P. 4.1.105 gargådibhyo yañ refers to ‘others’ (anye) 
who hold a position which actually occurs in the Íabdakaustubha on that sËtra (there 
4.1.107) but not in the Kåßikå with its two early commentaries, nor in any other work 
known to me that Íe∑a K®∑ˆa might have been acquainted with.84 The Prakåßa on P. 1.3.3 
halantyam informs us that ‘others’ like to interpret this sËtra by repeating it; I have found 
this position mentioned only in the Íabdakaustubha.85 On P. 1.3.1 bhËvådayo dhåtava˙ the 
Prakåßa mentions ‘others’ who maintain, on the basis of inference, that roots that occur 
only in sËtras (sautra dhåtu) are covered by it; once again, I have found this point of view 
                                                
80 A systematic search for references in the SËktiratnåkara could not here be undertaken and remains a 
desideratum. Compare, however, the following passages: (i) Íe∑a Nåråyaˆa, SËktiratnåkara p. 123 l. 6-8: anye 
tu ¬kåropadeßo ®¬varˆayo˙ såvarˆyånityatvajñåpanårtha˙ / tena k¬pta3ßikha ity atr[a] ... pluta˙ sidhyati /; (ii) 
Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 42 l. 30-31: ¬kåropadeßas tËktar¥tyå k¬ptaßikhe 
plutasiddhaye såvarˆyånityatåµ jñåpayituµ kartavya ev[a]. See further below. 
81 See Íe∑a Nåråyaˆa, SËktiratnåkara p. 2 v. 6: ya˙ ... prakriyåkaumud¥†¥kåµ ... k®tavån ... so 'yaµ ... ßr¥k®∑ˆa 
evåpara˙ k®∑ˆa˙ ße∑an®siµhasËritanaya˙ ... 
82 M¥måµsaka (saµ. 2030: I: 490) states that in his Íabdakaustubha Bha††oji criticizes the Prakriyåprakåßa at 
many places, but gives no concrete examples. He appears to be mistaken. 
83 Bali (1976: 2), referring to the introduction of an edition of the Vaiyåkaraˆa BhË∑aˆa Såra not accessible to 
me, states: “[Bha††oji's] predecessors are believed to have professed as priests in a Vai∑ˆava temple and hence 
were called by the designation of D¥k∑ita.” Houben (2002: 477 n. 14) sees in the frequent title of D¥k∑ita 
added to names an indication that Sanskrit intellectuals widely adhered to the Vedic ritual system. Witzel, 
1994: 265 — with a reference to Ku††an¥mata vs. 38 — points out that in Kashmir -d¥k∑ita was the title of a 
Brahmin initiated to the solemn Vedic sacrifices such as the Soma ritual. Witzel also cites the following 
statement from Alb¥rËn¥ (ibid.): “When [a Brahmin] is busy with the service of one fire, he is called i∑†in, if he 
serves three fires, he is called agnihotrin, if he besides offers an offering to the fire, he is called d¥k∑ita.” 
84 Compare the following two passages: (i) Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa II p. 280 l. 9-10: anye tu manutantu ity ekaµ 
samudåyaµ pa†hanti na tu dvau ßabdau / tathå ca bahv®cabråhmaˆe prayoga˙ ‘månutantavyam uvåca’ iti /. (ii) 
Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) III p. 71: manutantußabdo 'tra pa†hyate / samudåya ekå 
prak®ti˙ / na tu prak®tidvayam / tathå ca bahv®cabråhmaˆam / månutantavyam uvåceti /. 
85 Compare: (i) Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa I p. 28 l. 14: anye tu ‘halantyam’ iti sarvam eva sËtram åvartayanti /. (ii) 
Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) II p. 56 l. 15-16: sampËrˆasËtråv®ttyå halsËtrasyåntyaµ 
halantyam iti vå /. This is, incidentally, not the position favored by Bha††oji. 
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only in the Íabdakaustubha.86 Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's remarks on ÍivasËtra 2 are interesting because, 
besides attributing to ‘others’ an opinion which, from among earlier works, we only find in 
the Íabdakaustubha, they add a detail which is absent in Bha††oji's work.87 This might be 
taken to indicate that Íe∑a K®∑ˆa knew Bha††oji's opinions, perhaps from oral discussions, 
but not necessarily their final expression in the Íabdakaustubha. 
 Tripå†h¥ (1977: (au)) and M¥måµsaka (saµ. 2030: I: 487 n. 1) cite a line from the 
Íabdakaustubha (tad etat sakalam abhidhåya prakriyåprakåße gurucaraˆair uktam: 
‘tajjñånam ityådau tu ßcutvaµ bhavaty eva’)88 which shows that Bha††oji was acquainted 
with Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakriyåprakåßa at the time of writing his Íabdakaustubha, and that Íe∑a 
K®∑ˆa was, or had been, his teacher at that time. This fact, along with the circumstance that 
Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakåßa refers to the D¥k∑ita and is familiar with at least some opinions which 
Bha††oji expresses in his Íabdakaustubha, allow us to conclude that the times of 
composition of Íabdakaustubha and Prakriyåprakåßa overlapped, the latter perhaps having 
been completed slightly before the former.89  
 The fact that Bha††oji's early works did not initially attract much attention may be of 
some importance in the context of our present investigation. It means that Bha††oji's main 
impact was in the field of technical grammar, where he gained both acclaim and opposition. 
His contribution to the philosophy of grammar may have had to wait for his nephew 
Kauˆ∂a Bha††a before it drew a wider readership. Commentaries on the Íabdakaustubha 
were written, but not until later, the first surviving one (Vi∑amapad¥) being from the hand of 
Någeßa, the second (Prabhå) from that of Vaidyanåtha Påyaguˆ∂a.90 It is true that 
                                                
86 Compare: (i) Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa I p. 56 l. 21-22: anye tu dhåtvadhikåreˆa kåryavidhånåt sautråˆåm api 
dhåtËnåµ på†ho 'num¥yate ity åhu˙ /. (ii) Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) II p. 50 l. 5-7: na 
caivaµ sautre∑v avyåpti˙ / stambhvåd¥nåm uditkaraˆena dhåtvadhikår¥yakåryavidhånena ca dhåtutvånumånåt 
/. 
87 Compare: (i) Íe∑a K®∑ˆa, Prakåßa I p. 16 l. 20-22: anye tv åhu˙: ¬kåropadeßa ®¬varˆayo˙ 
såvarˆyånityatvajñåpanårtha˙, tena prak¬pyamånam ity atra ®varˆån nasya ˆatvaµ na bhavati, k¬ptaßikha˙ ity 
atra cån®ta iti plutaprati∑edho na bhavat¥ti; (ii) Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 42 l. 30-
31: ¬kåropadeßas tËktar¥tyå k¬ptaßikhe plutasiddhaye såvarˆyånityatåµ jñåpayituµ kartavya ev[a]; cp. note 80, 
above. The part prak¬pyamånam ity atra ®varˆån nasya ˆatvaµ na bhavati has nothing corresponding to it in 
the relevant part of the Íabdakaustubha. 
88 Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, Íabdakaustubha (ed. Nene et al.) I p. 114 l. 16. The sentence which Bha††oji ascribes to 
Íe∑a K®∑ˆa's Prakriyåprakåßa occurs in that work under P. 8.4.40 sto˙ ßcunå ßcu˙ (vol. I p. 138 l. 18). 
89 The situation is slightly complicated by the fact that Appayya D¥k∑ita, claimed to have been one of 
Bha††oji's teachers, is said to have composed a grammatical work called Kaumud¥prakåßa. Moreover, it is 
claimed that “[Bha††oji D¥k∑ita] wrote Íabdakaustubha as a commemoration of his discipleship under 
Appayya” (EIP V p. 240). If all this is true, there may have been another commentary called Prakåßa on the 
Prakriyåkaumud¥, composed by another D¥k∑ita, viz. Appayya. Both Bha††oji when referring to the 
Prakriyåprakåßa of his teacher, and Íe∑a K®∑ˆa while referring to a D¥k∑ita, might then conceivably refer to 
this work. This is however unlikely, for none of the above claims is supported by evidence known to me. The 
New Catalogus Catalogorum merely mentions a Kaumud¥prakåßa “by Tolappa (wrongly Appå) D¥k∑ita” (s.v. 
Kaumud¥prakåßa). 
90 M¥måµsaka, saµ. 2030: I: 488 f. 
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Jagannåtha may also have written a critical commentary on it,91 and that Cakrapåˆi refers to 
the Kaustubha;92 also the name of a text called Íabdakaustubha DË∑aˆa by a certain 
Bhåskara D¥k∑ita has come down to us. These critical treatises do not however seem to 
have survived. 
 Some of the personal details so far uncovered do not depict the stereotype which we 
may have of Sanskrit pandits. These men were not withdrawn scholars who devoted their 
lives to the service of a timeless tradition. The little we know about their private lives paints 
a different picture altogether. It introduces us to ambitious students goaded on by inflated 
egos and personal jealousies, keen to establish their reputations and pull down those of 
others, using any excuse available. 
 
Having gained some insight into the personality and personal context of Bha††oji D¥k∑ita, it 
will be interesting to learn something more about the world he lived in. We know that 
Bha††oji had ended up in Benares, and that he composed the works that made him famous in 
that same city. How do we have to imagine the life and daily surroundings of Sanskrit 
pandits of his time? We know from Muslim sources that Benares was “The chief seat of 
learning in Hindustan (to which) crowds of people flock from the most distant parts for the 
purpose of instruction ...”93 
 A particularly valuable source of information is the letter which the French traveler 
François Bernier wrote to the poet Chapelain in October 1667 and in which he describes, 
among other things, his visit to Benares which apparently had taken place the year before. 
Bernier characterizes Benares as the school for all Hindus and compares it to Athens. 
Brahmins and religious people who dedicate themselves to study go to Benares. However, 
there are no regular colleges and classes as in Europe, he writes. The teachers are scattered 
over the city, in their houses, or in the gardens of the suburbs, where they have been 
accepted by rich merchants. The number of students which each teacher has is small, 
ranging from four until a maximum of fifteen in the case of the most famous ones. These 
students stay with their teacher for ten or twelve years. Bernier is not impressed with the 
                                                
91 He says, for example, in his Kucamardin¥ (ed. Sadåshiva Sharma p. 2 l. 21; ed. Madhusudana p. 4 l. 3): 
amuµ cårtham ‘aˆudit’ sËtragatakaustubhakhaˆ∂anåvasare vyaktam upapådayi∑yåma˙. Further ed. Sadåshiva 
Sharma p. 21 l. 14, ed. Madhusudana p. 43 l. 11-12: adhikaµ kaustubhakhaˆ∂anåd avaseyam. Note however 
that Jagannåtha frequently criticizes the Kaustubha in his Kucamardin¥. 
92 E.g., Cakrapåˆi, Prau∂hamanoramåkhaˆ∂ana p. 7 l. 19; p. 17 l. 3; p. 19 l. 19. 
93 Cohn, 1962: 314 [486], with reference to Abul Fzl-i-Allami, Ain-i-Akbari vol. II, tr. H. S. Jarrett, 2nd ed., 
Calcutta 1949, pp. 169-170 
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diligence of the students, pointing out that they do not torment themselves and eat the 
khichri which they are provided with by the rich merchants.94 
 Bernier's account becomes more personal where he relates that he went to see the 
chief of the pandits, who lives there. This scholar, he tells us, was so famous for his 
knowledge that the emperor Shah Jahan granted him a pension of two thousand rupees, 
both to honor his science and to please the Rajas. Bernier describes the appearance of this 
famous scholar in some detail, and adds that he had already known him in Delhi. In fact, 
this chief of pandits had often visited Bernier's boss (whom he calls his Agah, i.e., 
Daneshmend Khan) in the hope of regaining his pension which Aurangzeb, once he had 
acceded to the throne, had taken away from him. When Bernier visited him in Benares, the 
chief of pandits received him warmly, and offered him refreshments in the library of his 
university along with the six most famous pandits of the city.95 
 P. K. Gode has argued in two publications (1941; 1969) that the chief of pandits 
known to Bernier must have been a Sanskrit author known by the name Kav¥ndråcårya 
Sarasvat¥.96 However, Gode's arguments are circumstantial and not totally compelling (as 
he himself admits97). It is also clear that Bernier's expression chef des Pandits is close to the 
Sanskrit title paˆ∂itaråja which Jagannåtha is reported to have received from the emperor 
(see above); the title vidyånidhåna ‘repository of learning’ which Kav¥ndråcårya 
supposedly received from Shah Jahan does not correspond to this French expression.98 
                                                
94 Bernier, p. 254: “La ville de Bénarès ... est l'École générale, et comme l'Athènes de tous les hindous des 
Indes, où les brahmanes et les religieux, qui sont ceux qui s'appliquent à l'étude, se rendent. Ils n'ont point de 
collèges et de classes ordonnées comme chez nous; cela me semble plus tenir de cette façon d'école des 
Anciens, les maîtres étant dispersés par la ville dans leurs maisons, et principalement dans les jardins des 
faubourgs, où les gros marchands les acceptent. De ces maîtres, les uns ont quatre disciples, les autres six ou 
sept, et les plus renommés douze ou quinze tout au plus, qui passent les dix et douze années avec eux. ... ils 
étudient doucement et sans beaucoup se tourmenter, en mangeant leur khichri ou mélange de légumes que les 
riches marchands leur font apprêter.” P. 259: “... Bénarès, cette fameuse école de toute la gentilité des Indes”. 
95 Bernier (p. 259 f.): “Lorsque je descendais le long du Gange et que je passai par Bénarès ..., j'allai trouver le 
chef des Pandits, qui fait là sa demeure ordinaire. C'est un fakir ou religieux tellement renommé pour son 
savoir que Shah Jahan, tant pour sa science que pour complaire aux Rajas, lui fit pension de deux mille 
roupies, qui est environ mille écus. C'était un gros homme très bien fait et qu'on regardait avec plaisir. Pour 
tout vêtement il n'avait qu'une espèce d'écharpe blanche de soie qui était liée à l'entour de la ceinture et qui 
pendait jusqu'à mi-jambe, avec une autre écharpe rouge de soie assez large qu'il avait su ses épaules comme 
un petit manteau. Je l'avais vu plusieurs fois à Delhi dans cette posture devant le roi dans l'assemblée de tous 
les Omrahs, et marcher par les rues tantôt à pied tantôt en palanquin. Je l'avais aussi vu et j'avais conversé 
plusieurs fois avec lui, parce que, pendant un an, il s'était toujours trouvé à notre conférence devant mon 
Agah, à qui il faisait la cour, afin qu'il lui fît redonner sa pension qu'Aurangzeb, parvenu à l'Empire, lui avait 
ôté pour paraître grand musulman. Dans la visite que je lui rendis à Bénarès, il me fit cent caresses, et me 
donna même la collation dans la bibliothèque de son université avec les six plus fameux Pandits de la ville.” 
96 He is followed in this respect by Sheldon Pollock (2001: 407-408; forthcoming). 
97 Cp. Gode, 1969: 71: “I could not ... produce direct and independent evidence in support of this identity.” 
Upådhyåya (1994: 77 f.) yet takes it for granted that Gode's identification of Bernier's chef des Pandits is 
correct. 
98 Gode (n.d.: 452 n. 1) refers to a paper by Dr. Qanungo (“Some sidelights on the character and court-life of 
Shah Jahan”, Journal of Indian History, Madras, vol. 8, 1929, pp. 49 and 50) according to which: “Jagannåtha 
Kalåwant was first given the title of Kaviråya and after some time that of Mahå Kaviråya.” See further note 
67, above. 
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Chronologically both scholars fit. Jagannåtha is believed to have received patronage from 
Shah Jahan and Dara Shikoh (perhaps already from Jahangir).99 Some time after the 
execution of Dara Shikoh in 1659 he is thought to have moved to Benares, where Bernier 
may conceivably have met him in 1666. In the more recent of his two publications on this 
subject Gode refers to a passage from a work called Padshah Namah by Abdul Hamid 
Lahori, which states that a certain Kav¥ndra Sanyåsi received from Shah Jahan two 
thousand rupees in cash. This is exactly the amount which the chief of pandits known to 
Bernier received as pension until Aurangzeb stopped it, but it does not necessarily prove 
that the scholar mentioned in this passage is the same as the one known to Bernier.100 
Moreover, the fact that Bernier's chief of pandits offered him refreshments in the library of 
his university (la collation dans la bibliothèque de son université), and that Bernier states 
some pages earlier that there are many Sanskrit books with which a large hall at Benares is 
entirely filled (p. 255: “... dont j'ai vu une grande salle toute pleine dans Bénarès”), does not 
necessarily prove Gode's surmise that this hall “is probably identical with Kav¥ndråcårya's 
Manuscript Library”. All this means that it is possible, though far from certain, that one of 
the actors in the drama in which Bha††oji D¥k∑ita played a role has been known to and 
described by a visiting Frenchman. We are clearly far removed from the lifeless authors of 
ancient Sanskrit texts. 
 
We have to consider the question how these scholars earned, or tried to earn their living. 
Bernier mentions both rich merchants and, in the case of the chief of pandits, patronage 
from the Mughal court. Texts from this period often mention the patronage received from 
kings.101 These were often regional kings, petty rulers of small states. Examples such as 
Paˆ∂itaråja Jagannåtha, on the other hand, show that such support could also come from 
                                                
99 Jagannåtha appears to have composed a work called Jagadåbharaˆa in honor of Dara Shikoh; Upådhyåya, 
1994: 67-68. 
100 According to Qanungo's article specified in note 98: “On the 22nd Rabi-us-Sani Jagannåtha Kalåwant 
presented to the emperor 12 literary pieces composed in the name of His Majesty (Shah Jahan), who was so 
pleased that Jagannåtha was weighed against silver and the whole amount of Rs. 4,500 was presented to 
Jagannåtha.” Moreover: “Jagannåtha (Kalåwant) headed the list of authors at the Mughal Court.” 
101 Cp. Sherring, 1868: 346-47: “One of the principal reasons that Benares is so famous is, that it was formerly 
the resort of large numbers of Brahmans, who, divided into schools and colleges, pursued the study of the 
ancient Sanskrit writings. At one time there were many hundreds of such establishments, in which thousands 
of students were taught the philosophical tenets of Hinduism; and princes and nobles, in all parts of India, 
vied with each other in the support they rendered to the priests and pandits of Benares, and to the numerous 
Sanskrit colleges established in it. Enormous sums were annually given for this purpose, so that learned 
pandits and their disciples were alike nourished and cared for. Such munificence to teachers and pupils 
naturally attracted to Benares aspiring young Brahmans, from every province of India, who, receiving a 
thorough education in certain branches of philosophy, during their long and severe course of study, returned, 
eventually, to their native villages and towns, and became great local authorities on all religious topics, and 
the defenders and expounders of the national creed.” Sherring further indicates that, “especially since the 
mutiny, the amount of ... support has greatly diminished” (p. 347). 
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Muslim rulers, even from the emperor in Delhi.102 According to the New Catalogus 
Catalogorum, this scholar received patronage from a long list of rulers: Emperor Jehangir 
(1605-27 A.D.), Shah Jahan (1628-58 A.D.), Asaf Khan (Noor Jahan's brother, died 1641 
A.D.), Jagat Siµha, King of Udaipur (1628-29 A.D.) and Pråˆanåråyaˆa, King of 
KåmarËpa or Assam (1633-66 A.D.).103 Others had to be content with less prominent 
patrons. It is clear from the introductory verses that Íe∑a K®∑ˆa wrote his Prakåßa at the 
command of a king V¥ravara, who may have been a minister of Akbar.104 His son Íe∑a 
Nåråyaˆa, author of a commentary on the Mahåbhå∑ya called SËktiratnåkara, praises in his 
introductory stanzas a certain “king Phiriµdå” (phiriµdå n®pa˙; st. 8); this same Phiriµdå 
is further on (st. 10) referred to as caudhar¥, which means as much as ‘village headman’ 
(Hintze, 1997: 70; cp. Richards, 1993: 81). Bha††oji, his brother Ra∫goji and his nephew 
Kauˆ∂a Bha††a appear to have received patronage from two rulers belonging to the Keladi 
royal family, Ve∫ka†appa Nåyaka I (1592-1629) and his grandson V¥rabhadra (1629-
1645);105 these were rulers of the Ikkeri kingdom, one of the fragmented heirs of the 
Vijayanagara state.106 
 In order to understand how and why Sanskrit scholars should be the recipients of 
patronage at all, we must recall that at the time of Bha††oji Benares was part of the Mughal 
empire. This empire had been consolidated by Akbar in the sixteenth century by the 
introduction of a system of government meant to reduce tension between the different 
components of the population. Akbar himself showed an active interest in ancient Sanskrit 
literature, and had various old texts — among them the Atharva Veda, the Mahåbhårata, the 
Råmåyaˆa and many others — translated into Persian.107 Historians point out that by giving 
high office to the Rajputs — who were not only concentrated in Rajasthan but also 
scattered all over north India —, by using them as military commanders and provincial 
                                                
102 Further examples are discussed in Chaudhuri, 1954; see also Chaudhuri, 1954a. 
103 NCC vol. 7 p. 137 s.v. Jagannåtha Paˆ∂itaråja. 
104 So Hueckstedt, 2002: 50-51, which draws upon Tripå†h¥, 1977: (å), (u); similarly Pathak, 1995: 13. See 
further Upådhyåya, 1994: 60. Belvalkar (1915: 38) describes this patron as “a (petty) king of Patrapuñja, a 
small place in the Duab formed by the Ganges and the Yamunå”. 
105 Gode, 1954: 209 ff.; 1955. See also note 112, below. 
106 Schwartzberg, 1978: 200b. Ikkeri was situated near Shimoga in the present state of Karnataka, at the higher 
end of a path crossing the Western Ghat (Deloche, 1968: 55, 92). A map from 1737 made for Jesuits which 
clearly indicates the “Prince d'Ikkeri” is reproduced opposite p. 1 in Murr, 1987: vol. II. It is not without 
interest to note that Bha††oji's patron Ve∫ka†appa Nåyaka I, according to the information provided by Pietro 
della Valle in 1623, gave in to the same temptation as his enemy Paˆ∂itaråja Jagannåtha, viz. that of becoming 
“fond of a Moorish Woman”, as a result of which his chief wife no longer engaged with him in the 
“Matrimonial Act” (Grey, 1892: II: 207-209). We further learn from Della Valle that Ve∫ka†appa was a 
Lingavant (Lingayat), a vegetarian, and stingy (p. 246), a worshipper of Aghoreßvara (p. 272), and having 
“neither State, Court, nor appearance, befitting a true King” (p. 216). The rulers of Ikkeri were no doubt 
perfect examples of what Nicholas Dirks calls little kings, to be distinguished from a great king; cp. Frenz, 
2000: 45 ff. 
107 Smith, 1902: 423. 
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governors, the Hindu community was induced to accept the Mughal government in a way 
as its own.108 Moreover, rotation of office and resumption of property at death had the 
effect that Mughal nobles were inclined to ostentation and public spending.109 Together 
these features of Mughal government go a long way toward explaining an upswing in the 
number of possibilities for patronage at that time. There would be more money available for 
patronage, and the number of potential patrons would be large, and changing. The support 
which Bha††oji and his family received from the rulers of Ikkeri shows that patronage might 
even come from near or outside the boundaries of the Mughal empire.110 All this would 
                                                
108 Cp. Richards, 1993: 19 ff.; Spear, 1973: 31-34: “Akbar's stroke was to raise himself from the position of a 
leader of a minority Indo-foreign group (the Muslims) to the accepted ruler of all Hindustan. The previous 
sultans of Delhi had, it is true, employed Hindus largely in their administration and used Hindu contingents in 
their wars, but they were always subordinate with no say in policy, the troops mercenaries to be hired and 
fired. ... Akbar's method was to make a deal with the Hindus and to do this through their militant 
representatives, the Rajputs. ... The Rajputs were not only concentrated in Rajasthan, the area of their 
continued independence, but scattered all over north India as chiefs and groups of sturdy cultivators. They 
were the spearhead of Hinduism as the Brahmins were the mind. ... [B]y a series of understandings Akbar 
brought the Rajput chiefs into the service of the empire. In effect the Rajputs were to be given high office and 
imperial honours in return for allegiance and loyal service. The method was the employment of Rajput chiefs 
as military commanders, provincial governors, and members of Akbar's confidential circle or ‘privy council’. 
... Thus in effect the Rajputs became partners in the empire and through them the whole Hindu community 
came to accept the Mughal government as in some sense their own.” Cp. also Dalmia, 1997: 67: “The 
revenue-paying patterns estimated by the information given in the Ain-e-Akbar¥ for the districts of Jaunpur, 
Ghazipur-Ballia and Banaras, according to Bernhard (sic) Cohn [(1969: 347)], were roughly 50 per cent 
Rajputs, 30 per cent BhËmihar, 11 per cent Brahmans and 3 per cent Muslims, though in the Banaras region 
the BhËmihars owned as much as 79 per cent of the land.” (p. 65-66: “The BhËmihars were a caste settled 
mainly in what is today western Bihar and eastern Uttar Pradesh. They had always tended to claim 
Brahmanical status, but they did not carry out priestly functions and were essentially landed classes with 
distinct customs and practices.”) See further Cohn, 1969: 346-349: “[The] position [of Rajputs] as land 
controllers and revenue payers was usually based on conquests of semi-aboriginal tribes ... in the fourteenth to 
sixteenth centuries and of other Rajput clans or of Muslim jagirdars from pre-Mughal times. ... In general, 
Rajputs were replacing Muslim families as zamindars during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.” 
109 Spear, 1973: 41 draws attention to two measures in particular that were installed: “The first was rotation of 
office; Mughal officers rarely held high appointments, such as governorships, for more than three or four 
years at a time. The second was the resumption of their property at death. The assignments of land were for 
life only; the next generation had to start from the bottom with an official appointment. During life, payments 
were always in arrears so that they were only able to make ends meet by means of advances from the 
Treasury. At death, the great man's property was sealed and nothing was released until the advances had been 
recovered. The process amounted to death-duties of about a hundred per cent. Aware of the fate which hung 
over them the Mughal lords accentuated the situation by heavy spending. Why not get the glory to be derived 
from ostentation and public works when you could pass nothing on to your family? Thus the Mughal nobles 
were notable for their ostentation, their crowds of retainers with even more than the average insolence of 
office, their works of piety in the shape of mosques, wells, and rest houses, of ease like their gardens and 
summerhouses, and of remembrances like their great domed tombs.” 
110 Pietro della Valle says the following about Ve∫ka†appa Nåyaka (Grey, 1892: II: 243): “I style him King 
because the Portugals themselves and the Indians do so; but, in truth, Venk-tapà Naieka, (not onely because 
his Predecessors were a few years ago Vassals and simple Naiekas, that is feudatory Princes, or rather 
Provincial Gouvernours, under the King of Vidianagher; and at this day he himself reigns absolutely by 
Usurpation, and is in effect no other then a Rebel; (and God know how long his House will abide in 
greatness); but also much more by reason of the smallness of his territory, though it be great, in respect of 
other Indian Gentile-Princes) deserves not the Appellation of King; and the less because he pays Tribute to 
Idal-Sciàh, who although a greater Prince, is but small for a King and payes Tribute to the Moghol. In short, 
Venk-tapà Naieka, although now absolute, should in my opinion, be call'd a Royolet rather than a King ...” 
For some remarks about indigenous banking techniques, esp. the so-called hundi, see Bouchon, 1994: 144, 
Chatterjee, 1996: 187 ff.; for further remarks concerning the following century, see Kieffer, 1983: 234 ff. 
(“Les banquiers et les techniques bancaires”). 
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then be responsible for the competitive atmosphere in which young scholars had to gain a 
place and established ones might have to justify the positions they had attained. It is not 
surprising that both for potential patrons and for potential recipients of patronage Benares 
was the scene where much of this competitive activity was carried out. 
 Patronage did not only come from political rulers. We have seen that François 
Bernier mentions rich merchants in particular. The prosperity of the Mughal empire 
apparently filtered down to reach traditional Sanskrit scholars also through this channel. 
 The establishment of the Mughal empire may in this way have created more rather 
than fewer opportunities for bright Sanskrit scholars, both young and old. One of the 
priorities of these scholars was, inevitably, to attract the attention of one or more potential 
patrons. One way to do so would be to participate in one of the oral debates which 
apparently were held at the courts of various rulers. We have already seen that Jagannåtha 
supposedly defeated Muslim scholars at the court of Shah Jahan. Indeed, it is known that 
already Akbar had organized debates at his court, and had even built a debating-hall (called 
House of Worship, ’Ibådat Khåna) in the gardens of his palace at Fathpur-Sikri; initially 
only schools of Muslim theology had participated, later representatives of other religions as 
well.111 But debates also took place in less glamorous surroundings. Ra∫goji Bha††a, who 
was both Bha††oji's brother and Kauˆ∂a Bha††a's father, is recorded to have defeated the 
Dvaita scholar Vidyådh¥ßayati in debate at the court of the Keladi ruler Ve∫ka†appa.112 
More complete information about the places where and the frequency with which such 
debates took place, and about the ways in which the winner might be expected to be 
                                                
111 Smith, 1902: 130 ff.; 1958: 346 f. Richards, 1993: 35 observes: “Father Monserrate gives a vivid picture of 
a series of bitter disputations with the ulema at the Mughal court. On these occasions, from the Jesuit point of 
view at least, Akbar was noticeably sympathetic to the Christian point of view and impatient with the inability 
of the Muslim theologians to argue effectively against them.” Richards further points out (p. 37) that from 
1578 onward Akbar dispensed pious grants of land to learned and religious men of all religions — not just 
Islam: “Yogis living in monasteries (maths) received lands. Zoroastrian divines (Parsis) obtained lands. Even 
Brahmin priests enjoyed Akbar's largess.” 
112 NCC vol. 5, p. 92, with reference to Adyar D. VI.560, and following dates: 1619-31 A. D. for 
Vidyådh¥ßayati and 1592-1629 A. D. for Ve∫ka†appa. This information is no doubt based on the following 
verse which occurs at the end of Kauˆ∂a Bha††a's B®hadvaiyåkaraˆabhË∑aˆa (p. 331): 
vidyådh¥ßava∂erusañjñakayatiµ ßr¥madhvabha††årakaµ, jitvå keladive∫ka†ayyasavidhe 'py åndolikåµ 
pråptavån / yaß cakre munivaryasËtraviv®tiµ siddhåntabha∫gaµ tathå, mådhvånåµ tam ahaµ gurËpamaguruµ 
ra∫gojibha††aµ bhaje //. We learn from this verse that the real name of the opponent must have been Va∂eru / 
Ba∂eru, and that vidyådh¥ßa and yati were his attributes. Gode (1940: 65 n. 1) cites the following passage 
from an article in the Karnatak Historical Review (January-July 1937) by Dr. Saletore: “As regards the age in 
which [Bha††oji D¥k∑ita] lived we learn from the opening verses of Tattva-Kaustubha that he wrote it at the 
order of Kela∂i Ve∫ka†endra (Kela∂i Ve∫ka†endrasya nirdeßåt vidu∑åm mude). (Read Hultzsch, Report on 
Sanskrit Mss of South India, II, Intro, Pp. xii, 122, Madras, 1895-1896). The ruler Ve∫ka†endra mentioned 
here is to be identified with king Ve∫ka†apa Nåyak I, who ruled from A. D. 1582 till A. D. 1629 (Rice: 
Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, p. 157). King Ve∫ka†apa N¥yak was noted for the patronage he gave 
to learned men (Read Keladi Basavaråja, Íivatattvaratnåkara, Kallola VI, Tara∫ga XIII. Ed. by B. Ramarao 
and Sundara Sastri, Mangalore, 1927; cf. S. K. Aiyangar, Sources of Vijayanagar History, p. 345). He himself 
seems to have composed a commentary in Sanskrit on the Íiva G¥tå of Padmapuråˆa (Trien. Cata. of Mss in 
the Govt. Ori. Mss Library, Madras, p. 2623).” See further note 106, above. 
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rewarded, would be of great interest for an understanding of the inner dynamic of Sanskrit 
scholarship at that period. For the time being we have to be guided by the impressions 
gained from a small selection of sources. 
  
The preceding reflections suggest that at the time of Bha††oji, more perhaps than before, 
there was place for original characters. Success did not primarily depend upon respect for 
tradition and for the elders. Indeed, a scholar might deviate from traditional thinking and 
behavior and yet impress his readership or audience. Characters like Bha††oji and 
Paˆ∂itaråja Jagannåtha had a place in this world, and may indeed have gained notoriety 
precisely because they did and said things that were not altogether sanctioned by tradition. 
At the same time it should not be forgotten that the freedom of thought and behavior of the 
pandits of Benares was relative. As a group they still represented traditional Hinduism 
which, in spite of the comparatively tolerant attitude of the early Mughal emperors, 
remained under threat from Islam. In the district of Benares alone seventy-six Hindu 
temples are recorded to have been destroyed by Shah Jahan, and several more by 
Aurangzeb.113 Innovative ideas were therefore strictly confined to areas that were not 
threatening to the tradition as such, even though they might be threatening to a particular 
thinker and his relatives. Bha††oji, as we have seen, went out of his way to show that his 
new ideas about the spho†a were really not new at all.114 
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